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Abstract

The specific objectives of our study were: 1) to review historical data
on dissolved oxygen concentrations in the NY-1\1 Harbor area; 2) to a~ ss
the severit)' of low oxygen conditions (i.e. hypoxia and anoxia) within the
harbor in terms of timing. duration, location and spatial coverage; 3) to
examine long-term (i.e. 20 years) trends in oxygen values, primarily but
not exclusively bolt om concentrations; 4) to investigate the role of
inorganic nutrients and organic carbon in controlling oxygen levels in the
study area; 5) to identify gaps in existing information and suggest the
direction of future research.

Bouom oxygen concentrations during the summer in the l'Y-)\J
Harbor area are highly variable, both over long and short-time scales and
between stations. Long-term trend analysis (regression and covariance
analyses) revealed that hypoxia continues to be a problem in the -:-;Y -SJ
Harbor area. with some regions showing long-term improvement' w.hile
others show decline. Based on the NYC·DEP's monitoring data. significant
improvement in water quality has taken place in portions of the Harler.l
River, the Kill Van Kull. Arthur Kill and 'he Upper Bay. However, mean
summer DO in boltom waters significan .. ) decreased in western Long
Island Sound. Jamaica Bay, the lower portion of the Anhur Kill and the
lower portion of Kew York Bay. The general tendency observed was for'
improvement in the highly polluted w:Her·ways and inner harbor
subareas. \-lost of the regions suffering from declining water quality are
present in the relatively cleaner bays and oute( reaches of the Harbor.
areas which rarely exhibit summer averages below 4 mg 1- 1 in bottom
waters. Oxygen minima values in these areas. however. frequently reach
hypoxic levels (3 mg 1- t ) during the summer period of declining DO levels:
An evaluation of the ISC monitoring data (based on surface DO
measurements) generally supports the conclusions drawn from the l'YC
DEP data.

Data from various CSO projects indicated a high degree of short-tenn
variation in DO levels of bottom water within the Harbor. -Bottom DO
values varied considerably over a single -day with 2·3 'daily measurements
varying up to 2-3 mg I-I day. The occurrence of such shan-term diurnal
variation is important to note when assessing the distribution and severity
of hypoxia in the Harbor. The potential exists for the daily minimum
value, to which sensitive organisms are exposed, to be 2-3 mg!-t lower
than actual measured values. Although uninvestigated, the diurnal
variation in production and consumption of oxygen coupled with horizontal
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ad\ection, odes and wind are the most likely important dynamic sour~es

of shon-term variation.

Understanding the factors controlling variations 10 oxygen level
required analyses of a variety of data sets collected during a number of
isolated sampling programs with varying objectives and different
methodologies. Our goal was to find the combination of anthropogenic and
natural factors correlated with bottom oxygen concentration in the ?\Y -1\'1
Harbor area. The approach used was to regress some measure of boltom
oxygen concentration (dependent variable) against a suite of independent
nutrients. (:'\H). K02 + KO). PO.) organic p. organic carbon. chlorophyll il. and
BOD. O"er both the long-term (i.e. many years) and the shoner term (i.e.
weeks or months), temperature. ammonia and organic carbon emerged as
the dominant factors related to botlo·m DO. These results were consistenl
regardless of whether individual station, or groups of geographically
related stations were examined. Furthermore, the variables selected as
significanl in controlling the observed variation in oxygen concentrations
persisled in importance whether data were compared directly or were
seasonally averaged. In virtually all data sets examined, inverse
relationships were observed between temperature, nutrients and carbon
versus oxygen levels. On average. approximately 65% of the variation In

observed ox:ygen concenuations was explained as a function of these
faclors.
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Introduction

Primary productiyity in the oceans is mainly controlled by the

availability of inorganic nitrogen and to a lesser extent by

phosphorus (Shaffer. 1989). Based on experimental and

observational data. Ryther and Dunstan (1971) presented important

evidence that nitrogen is the critical limiting factor to phytoplankton

production and eutrophication in estuarine and coastal waters

(Carpenter and Capone. 1983: :\ixon and Pilson. 1983: Heckel' and

Kilham. 1988). They obsen'ed that niuogen frequently became

undetectable when phosphorus remained measurable in seawater

(noted also by others before them. see :\ixon and Pilson. 1983) and.

that \':P ratios were low in surface waters but nearly optimal for

algal growth at depth (Ryther and Dunst"n. 1971).

These observational data were coupled with nutrient

enrichment bioassays to establish that additions of ammonia

consistently resulted to enhanced phytoplankton productivity

relative to controls and phosphate additions for polluted waters

along Long Island and the :\ew York Bight. Ryther and Dunstan

(1971) concluded that rapid regeneration of phosphorus and low :\:P

ratios in sewage were responsible for the reliance of phytoplankton

on nitrogen availability. Their results have since been confirmed by

additional experiments elsewhere (Thomas. 1970: Smayda. 1974;

Goldman. 1976).

1\umerous point and non-point sources contribute niuogen to

the !\ew York-:\ew Jerse)' Harbor estuary (Mueller et aI .• 1976.

1982). :\uuienlS are supplied to the area primarily by wastewater



treatmenl plant dischar£e~. stotmwater drainage. combined sewer

overflows and surface runoff. Additional sources include commercial

and pleasure boat discharges. As noted above. phytoplankton

primary productivity in usually limited by nitrogen in estuarine and

coastal waters. Anthropogenic inputs of nitrogen significantly add to

the natural loading (Mearns et al.. 1982; Ketchum et al .. 1985) and

are capable of stimulating phytoplankton growth (Keller 1988a).

The extremely high loadings to the study area (300-350 '" IOns d· l .

Mueller et al.. 1982) are potentially responsible for large-srale

increases in phytoplankton production.

Increased productivity may in turn result in the excess

accumulalion of phytoplankton biomass leading to algal blooms.

eutrophication and declining water quality (Oviatt et al.. 1986a).

Following bloom periods. decomposition of phytoplankton material In

the water column or on the benthos requires dissolved oxygen (DO)

perhaps resulting in depleted DO concentrations (Oviatt et al.. 1986a 1..

The problem is exacerbated by the additional input of organic carbon

in waste discharges. At the Marine Ecosystems Research Laboratory

(MERL). we have experimentally sludied the effects of nutrient

enrichment and both sewage sludge and emuent additions on

phytoplankton production, oxygen concentrations. system.

metabolism and benthic composition of well-mixed coastal

ecosystems (Oviatt et al.. 1986a, b; Keller, 1988a, b; Flith,!n et aI.,

1989). We have concluded that excessive nutrient enrichment by

itself can lead to low oxygen concentrations or anoxia during the

summer and that the addition of sewage sludge or efnuent increases

lhe likelihood of depleted DO at even lower nutrient loading rates.
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In 'the harbor waters. accelerated primary productivity and

sewage ernuent are reported to play a large role in the supply of

organic matter to the sediments (Hatcher and Keis'ter. 1976).

Decomposition of the introduced carbon coupled with the

decomposition of freshly produced organic material may lead 10

prolonged periods of hypoxia or anoxia in bottom waters (Oviau tt

aI., J986a, 1987)

Oxygen is consumed in the -",,'ater column and the benthos not

only b) the decomposition process but also in the respiratory

demands of pela£ic and benthic organisms., Increased food

availability. as phytoplankton. could lead to increases m abundance

of these organisms causing a greater respiratory demand. as well as

greater excretion of waste products. Oxygen demands are also

exened by reduced inorganic compounds. The mOSt imponant

chemical oxygen demands are from ammonia and nitrite (often input

with sewage), and from sulfide and ferrous .by·products of anaerobic

decomposition (McLaughlin and Elder, J976). Sediment oxygen

demand (SOD) is an additional important oxygen demanding process.

Oxygen demand caused by anaerobic decomposition by-products

which are resuspended from boltom sediments during storms may

also be particularly important (Stanier et al.. 1963). Stanier et al.'s

(1963) results suggest that meteorological information plays a role in

understanding the low oxygen problem in the New York-New Jersey

Harbor region.

As noted by McLaughlin and Elder (1976) nearly all oxygen

input to the ecosystem is supplied through upper water column

processes (Le. via primary production. oxygen flux across the air·



water interface, riverine inn ow, oceanic boundary inOow etc.). A

certaIn amount of oxygen in transported downward through mixing

and vertical advection, emphasizing the importance of physical

oceanographic information to the distribution of oxygen. The vertical

transport of oxygen is restricted by summer stratification and alded

by winter mixing. Hydrological, as well as meteorological,

inform all on rna\' consequently be relevant in interpreting the causes

of lo\\' dissolved oxygen values recorded in the harbor area.

fhe overall purpo~e of this ~Iudy wa!l to document the status

and trends of hypo~ia and anoxia in the !'ew York-!\ew Jersey

Harbor are3-, addressinf the questions of ho\.\,' extensi"e is the

problem and \'\"hich factors may be responsible. Hypoxic and anoxic

conditions arc of particular concern because of the detrimental

effect~ 6n commercially and recreationally important populations of

shellfish and other marine specie-, The specific objectives of OUT

research were' J) to review his10rical data on dissolved oxygen

concentrations in the :,\Y·:,\J Harbor area; 2) to assess the seventy of

low oxygen conditions (Le. hypoxia and/or anoxia) in the harbor In

terms of timing, duration, location and spatial coverage; 3) to

examine long-term (i.e. 20 years) trends in oxygen values, primaril~

but not exclusively bottom concentrations: 4) to investigate the role

of inorganic nutrients and organic carbon in controlling oxygen levels

In the study area with emphasis on low values; 5) to identify gaps In

existing information and suggest the direction of future research.

The initial stage of our research focused on acquiring the

existing historical data sets available within the study area. We

found reference to polluted conditions within the harbor as early as
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1905. 1906 (Soper et al .. 1912). Early studies relied on the level of

dissolved oxygen in the water column as an index of water quality.
\

still a generally accepted measure today. Despite early warnings of

declining water quality in the harbor complex, no comprehensive

monitoring program designed to specifically study the problem was

initiated. Consequently, at the outset of OUT project we realized that

obtaining the ideal data source, i.e. one incorporating bottom oxygen

concentrations with coocarninent measurements of dis"Jlved

inorganic nutrients. organic carbon. phytoplankton production and

chlorophyll a. over long time periods. could prove elusive.

Subsequent acquisilion and examination of relevant data sets has

confirmed our initial supposition. Oxygen measurements in the

surface and bottom waters of the Harbor were sufficient (i.e.

available at appropriate temporal and spatial scales) to characterize

long-term trends. AncilJiary water quality variables (nutrients,

organic carbon and chlorophyll ill were. however. available at a much

lower frequency of measurement, while information on

phytoplankton production was paTticularly scarce. Understanding

the factors controlling oxygen concentrations in the Harbor area

therefore required analysis of a variety of data sets (both long- and

shoTt-term) collected during a number of isolated sampling programs

with varying objectives and different methodologies. An

understanding of the factors leading to hypoxia and anoxia in the

New York-l\ew Jersey Harbor was achieved by piecing together

relevant information garnered from the various data sources.

Three data sources were identified as being particularly

important in examining long·term trends in oxygen concentrations In

1
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the: Harbor area: I) the summer .....ater quality monitoring suney

undertaken by the ::\ew York City Department of Environmental

Protection (~YC·DEP) 2) an annual water quality survey conducted

by the Interstate Sanitation Commission (ISC) and 3) a summer

water quality project undertaken by the Hackensack Meadowlands

Development Commission (H\1DC). Analysis of these long-term data

sets is restricted to the past twenty-five years. 3. period of declinin£.

followed by imrroving. w3ter quality.

In addition to the long-term data sets. twO early (I970's) and

several recent (late 1980·s, data sources were selected for aniP!ysis:

1) the 1974 !\OAA, !\\1FS water quality survey in the Raritan Bav

Lower H,rbor Are' (source: 1. O'Reilly); ~) the 1975-1977

Harborwide \,YC 208 intermittent water quality survey (source:

HydroQu,1l 3) the recent (1988-1989) CSO studies for the Inner

Harbor, East Ri\er and Jamaica Bay (source ~YC-DEP) and 4) the

recent (1989) Raritan Ba~ survey undertaken by the \'ew Jersey

Department of Environmental Protection (source !\J·DEP).

Methods

Stud\' Area - The geographic limits for the New York-New Jersey

Harbor region. as used in this report, are shown in Figure 1. The

harbor system tS a varied and complex estuary dominated by a

drowned river valley (the Hudson), with a network of tidal straits

(Anhur Kill, Kill Van Kull, Harlem River, and East River), open and

enclosed bays (Upper New York Harbor, Lower New York Harbor,

Raritan Bay, ~ewark Bay, Jamaica Bay, Sandy Hook Bay), the lid,l

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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portions of the Hackensack. Passaic. and Raritan Rivers and also

including the \\"estern l'arrows and Western Long Island Sound

(:\YC·DEP. 1989).

The major source of freshwater flow to the estuary is the

Hudson River (average flow 24.200 ft l s·I). at times comprising 87%

of the total flow to 'he system (Mueller et al.. 1982). Fresh water

also enter~ the estuary from the Raritan. Passaic, and Hackensack

Rh"ers. The system is connected to the Atlantic Ocean· through the

mouth of Lower :\ew York Bay (at 'he Sandy Hook·Rockaway

lTanSecl) and through the race at the eastern end of Long Island

Sound. Tidal currents normally dominate the density driven

estuarine circulation and provide most of the energy for fresh and"

sea water mlXlng (Abood. 1974; :\OAA. 1985). As no,ed by 'he ~-YC

DE? (1989) this varying framew'ork of freshwater inflows. tides and

tidal flows results in vertically homogeneous areas (East River.

Arthur Kill). partially mixed areas. and vertically stratified areas

(Hudson River. Cpper Bay). all with seasonal and tidal variations In

the degree of stratification. The complex mixing and circulation

patlerns within the harbor area are partially responsible for the high

spatial and temporal variability in - water quality. For example, the

East River may be characterized as a well mixed estuary to a

stratified estuary depending upon the fresh water inflow from the

Hudson River and tidal elevations at the Battery. Long Island Sound

and Hudson and Harlem Rivers (Moisides. per. comm.)

Data ACQuisition . At the outset of our study we attempted to

uncover all water quality data selS for the NY·NJ Harbor area which

included dissolved oxygen concentrations taken in conjunction. with

I
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measurementS of dissolved inorganic nutrients. orgamc carbon,

chlorophyll. phytopJanklOn produclion. temperature and salinity. 1\0

sin£le data source incorporated all of the desired measurements. 'W'e

therefore adopted the StTateg~ employed by Parker et al. . (1986) In

acquiring data on oxygen deplelion in Long Island Sound. ~o

attempt was made to re\'leW the published literature on "'ateT

qualit)'. oceanography. and management of the Harbor. Instead

potentially important unpublished data sets were ideo! :led by

\'erb~l cont.J.~1 with individuals familiar with the stiJdy area

(particularly J. O·Reilly. T. Brosnan. H. Golub and ~1. Downes·Gastrich).

Key sets of data were then selected. i.e. those which maximized the

ancilli.:lTy environmental and biological variables.. and acquired for

analysis. The data included in the study extend from 1965 through

1989. Earlier data exist but were unavailable in automated form.

All d3ta encountered during the search are not included in the

analyses. In general excluded data sets were short-term intensive

studies. restricted in geographic coverage and available in the

published literalure (ex. Pallen. 1959; 1961; 1962; Bleecker. 1971;

Malone. 1977). The recommended review of existinf literature for

the ~y -:\1 Harbor (see recommendations section) should uncover

these potentially imporlant added resources. Acquiring and

analyzing all available data sources was unfortunately not possible

within the time frame for the current projec!. Consequc..1tly, selected

data sets were chosen and either transfered to or entered 'into SAS

(Statistical Analysis System. Inc.) data files on lhe University of

Rhode Island Graduate School of Oceanography's MVAX computer.

Quality assurance is dependent on the source of the original data

I
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sets. Problems encountered during: preliminary assessments

included: unrealistic values. mixed units, missing data. declining

frequency of measurement. and incomplete documentation. The

creation of a fully documented. quality assured water quality data

base for the ~'Y .~'J Harbor area, perhaps combined with information

for adjacent areas (i.e. Long Island Sound and the :"ew York Bight)

would greatly facilitate fu,ure research effortS and is highly

recommended.

Definitjon and Determination of Hn?Qxja . In temperate estuanne

waters, such as the :\'Y.~J Harbor. dissoh'ed oxygen values p...1turally

exhibit an annual cycle of decline and replenishment. controlled,

primarily by changes in water temperature and its relation to Qxyge-o

solubility. Coder saturated conditions. dissolved oxygen

concentrations in the harbor should hypothetically range from a

seasonal low in summer of 7 mg I-I to a winler high of 12 mg I-I.

Such values are expected onl)' in the absence of supply andlor

utilization processes, in the high salinity (-25 pp,) waters of 'he

harbor and assuming a temperature range of 0 to 25 °e. As bottom

salinity decreases to the minimum observed in the harbor area (1.5

ppt), dissolved oxygen should vary from 8 mg 1,1 to 14 mg 1-1

annually. at the same temperature range. Stratification, under such

conditions (i.e. no suppl)' or use) results in higher DO ,concentrations

in the cooler. deeper water and lower values in the warm, surface

la)'er. However, as noted in the introduction, biological supply and

use of dissolved oxygen, coupled with tidal transport and mixing,

significantly alter (both positively and negatively) the idealized

thermohaline·controlled oxygen saturation cycle. Increased
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utilization of oxygen in haltom water- coupled with decreased surp!y

(i.e. low photosynthesis belo\\' the pycnocline and reduced advectionl

typic all) lead to reduced boltom concentrations. relative to surface

waters. Anthropogenic loadings of dissolved nutrients and carbon

lead to further departure from saluration values and may result in

hypoxic and/or anoxic conditions. Low oxygen values are herein

defined as concentrations less than 5 mg )-1, a commonly accepted

OX~ gell standard in marine waters. Below this value. sensiti\'e

organl~ms are slrc:sseJ, H: poxia is defined as dissolved oxygen

concentrations below 3 mg I-I, while anoxia is defined as 0 mg j-l,

Prolonged periods of hypoxia and anoxia are potentially lethal.

Although our primary concern was to assess the occurrence of

depleted 0xygen concentrations in bottom waters. subsurface

measurements were not always available. Consequently. our

analyses of spatial and long-term trends are occasionally based on

surface values. A number of techniques wer~ therefore required to

search for and characterize detrimental changes in dissolved oxygen

values over time and between locations.

Annual minima and summer means - The simplest approach was to

examlne trends in annual minimum oxygen values. There is some

jeopardy in this approach since, because of the intenal between

samples and lidalIy or meterologicalIy ·induced variability. the actual

minimum at a given station may not be recorded. Nonetheless, the

persistance of low annual minima andlor consistent differences In

minimal values over space and time provided valuable information

on the changin~ status of water quality in lhe harbor.
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\Ve similarly used mean summer (June . September) DO

concenlrations to characterize spalial and temporal trends and

distributions. Depressed mean summer DO values are suggestive of

greater stress than low annual minima since low means imply

extended periods of low concentrations. At the outset of the project.

OUT intenl was to establsh minimal data requirements (i.e. 4

measurements per summer month) for calculating seasonal and

regional mean values for comparing DO trends over spa.~· and time.

Declining frequency of measurement in recent years. precluded this

possibility. For the ~YC·DEP monitoring data, measurement

frequenc: dropped from 3 to 6 observations per month in June to

SeptembeT in the 1960's and 1970's to 1 OT 2 values at most stations

(with the exception of lhe Ea" River) in Tecent years (1988·1989).

Consequently. we have less confidence in more recent trends. For

the ISC data series. generally a single value, at most, was available

fOT each month dUTing the sum meT thToughout the eaTly part (1974.

1981) of the sUTvey period. FTom 1982 thTough 1986. summeT

measurements declined, with sporadic monthly coverage from June

to September, again limiting OUT confidence in these results. For

statistical analyses of trends in mean and minima values we have

chosen a significance level of P<0.10. Such a choice pennits detection

of a gTealeT numbeT of significant trends although at lhe grealeT risk

of error. In geneTal. P·values are reported in lhe tables

accompanying lhe analyses. thus allowing the reader to judge the

actual level of significance.

Ox"2eo Deficit Indices - Keither the annual minimum nor the mean

summer oxygen concentration adequately described the duration,

\
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perS1SIance or recurrenct.' of low oxygen eVents. We thus adopted

Ihe oxy.en deficit indices developed by Parker el al. (1986) 10

determine [he potential for biological stress over the measurement

period. The deficit index is the integrated area of the seasonal

decline curve under a specified value. The 5-mg I'] deficit index

(ABS. or "area below 5 rng ,-\.,) is used as a cumulative measure of

10,", oxy gen condilion,. Integraled areas below the 4 mg I' t (AB4)

and 3 mg I-I (AB3) concentrations were also used to cumulatively

indicJle poor 1< 4 mg \-1) oxygen conditions and hypoxia « 3 mg 1'])_

All indices were calculated uSing a Fonran program; the tOtil; area

belo\\ the 5. ~. or 3 mg 1'\ value was determined by linearly

in{erpol:s.[in~ between exi'iring measurements and integrating over .

time (for details ~ee appendix AJ. Inaccuracies are introduced to !he

index when sampling intervals aTe long (because of the possibility of

missinf a low period I and when seasonal sampling is initiated after

or terminated before [he index concentration (i.e 5, ~. or 3 mg 1- 1) is

reached.

The three indices are illustrated using the bottom oxygen

concentrations from the lower Hudson River (Station ~4. NYC-DEP)

for summer, 1989 (Fig. 2), Oxygen concentration dropped below 3

mg I-I for two intervals, extensively in July and to a lesser degree in

August, emphasizing the need for a cumulative indelt. Note that in.
Figure 2. both AB3 and AB4 are well defined during the

measurement period; AB5. however, is underestimated since DO

concentration remained below 5 mg 1,1 at the end of seasonal

sampling. The example further illustrates the necessity for adequate

seasonal coverage to accurately assess the status of DO in the harbor.
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Surface ;\leasyremenls· In the absence of boltom oxygen

measurements. we examined trends in surface values either directly

or by comparing them with saturated conditions (Le. percent

saluration). Frequent, large departures from saturation were

suggesll\'e of anthropogenic effects. Stimulation of phytoplankton

production by elevated inorganic nutrient availability often leads to

supersaturation (> 120'K) of DO in surface waters. High biochemical

oxygen demand (BOD). resulting from waste water input of ammonia

and/or organic carbon. reduces oxygen concentrations in the surface

layer leading to subsaturated «80C';() conditions. Other utilization

processes and/or intrusion of hypoxic bottom waters may

additionally contribute to low surface values.

Subsaturated surface waters were observed more frequently

than saturated conditions within the harbor complex (Fig. 3). The

occurrence of supersaturation was noted primarily in Jamaica Bay.

Long Island Sound. and Raritan Bay. while subsaturation was typical

in the restricted bays and water ways (Arthur Kill, Kill Van Kull, East

Ri"er. Harlem River. Hudson Ri"er, ~ewark Bay and Cpper l'ew York

Harbor). Because of missing salinity values. percent saturation was

calculated (for formula see Weiss, 1970) assuming a conStant salinity

of 25.5 ppt. leading to a maximum potential error of ±. 10%.

Direct comparison of surface and boltom oxygen measurements

were possible within some data bases. During the summer, surface .

values were most frequently (74%) greater than bottom

measurements (based on 11,149 NYC-DEP measurements). Generally,

differences between surface and bottom were greatest In strongly

saatified areas. For the KYC-DEP data analyzed, these were the

•
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upper Hudson River (stations 1\1, 1\:\3, :\3A, ~3B, ~J), the upper East

River (stations E9. EJO). portions of the inner Harbor (station K6) and.

station J7 in Jamaica Bay. Occasionally, surface values were less than

boltom values even when temperature and salinity differed little.

Fatlan CQO!rQJliD~ Oxy~en Depletion - A variety of biologkal,

chemical. and physical phenomena have been implicated in causing

hypoxia (see introduction), Within the adjacent ~ew Yor" Bight. both

Swanson and Sinderman (1979) and Falkowski et al. (I: 80)

reviewed the critical environmental variable!! thought to caU5e

oxygen depletion. OUT goal was to find the combination of

anthropogenic and natural factors related to bOllom oxygen

concentrations In the KY -;\1 Harbor area. The approach we used was

to regress some measure of bottom oxygen concentration (dependent

variable) against a suite of variables: bottom temperature. salinit:.

dissolved inorganic nutrients (1\H3. ~O" + ~03. PO~), organic p, lo,al

organic carbon, chlorophyll £ and BOD. When measures of inorganic

nutrients and organic carbon were sparse. we systematically

compared the seasonal averages for these ind~pendent variables

against the mean summer DO level. DO annual minima, and the

oxygen deficit indices. \Vhen measurements were frequent (Le. on

the same time scale as DO measurements) no averaging ov.er time

was necessary. Both short and long term control of hypoxia were

consequently examined.

Originally, multiple regreSSIon equations were developed for

individual stations within the harbor. Subsequent examination of

regression parameters indicaled that lumping of geographicall)·

associated stations was generally possible. Multiple regression
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equations developed for bottom oxygen concentrations both within a

single season and aCTOSS many yeaTs (1974-1988) indicated that -65

. 70S( of the variation in oxygen concentration was explained as a

function of temperature. !'\H3 and organic carbon.

Results and Discussion

Sea!'onal Characterization of Dissolved Qxv~en . Bouom oxygen

concentrations during the summer in the ~y -~J Harbor area are

highl~ \'3riable. both over a shon-time sc,ale and between sqtions.

We ha\'e chosen a data set fTom the I'YC-DEP HarboT MonitoTing.

PTogTam (1989) 10 illuSlTate the changing pattern of oxygen levels·

o\'eT the summeT in the majoT subTegions of the HarboT (Fig. 4). The'

data examined consist of 38 stations sampled during the summer of

1976, a peTiod of POOT wateT quality thToughout much of the eStuaTY.

The :\YC-DEP monitoTing stations (Fig. 4) have traditionally been

coded alphabetically to TepTeSent geographic subdivisions of the

HaTboT (:\YC-DEP, 1989). As ilIumated in Figure 4, the "N" series

currentl\' refers to a 13 station transect down the Hudson River,

thTough the UppeT and Lower New YOTk Bays to the mouth of

Jamaica Bay and just outside the Harbor. The "K" series consists of 7

stations in the Kill Van Kull, the Arthur Kill, and West.ern Raritan Bay.

The 16 "E" stations aTe located in Western Long Island Sound, the

UppeT East River and the Lower East River. The "H" stations are

found in the Harlem River and the "]" stations are situated in Jamaica

Bay.
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The summer DO cycles in the ·'E". "H", and "K" st3tions are

reproduced in Fig. 5. The Lower East River stations (stations EI-E5)

demonstrated relatively consistent and coherent behavior over the

sample period (Fig. 5at HOllam oxygen le\'els declined rapidly In

mid-June to very lov. value!!. at all lower East River stations by early

Ju!~. then J!Tadua!ly increased again in the fall. Concentratior.s

tended to \ aT) by le~s th:m I mg 1. 1 between !lample periods and

differed little among station~ \\,Iilh the exception of station £5. DO In

bottom waters remained below 3 mg 1-\ throughout mosl of the

su:nmer. Oxygen levels in the upp~r East River and Western Long

IslJ.nd Sound. on the other hand. \'aried greatly on a week-la-week

basis. a~ well as among sta!ions (Fig. 5b). Consequently, the seasonal

decline ~uT\-e~. while present. were highly variable. Addilionally,

bOllom DO was not as highly depressed in the upper portions of the

Ea~! Ri\ er and \Veslern :'\arro\\!l compared with th~ Lower East

RI \"I;~r.

Bottom oxygen concentrations In the Harlem River were even

more \'ariable, fluctuating by up to 3 mg I-I between sample period:;

(Fig. 5c). .\1easurement frequency was greater and sample inter\'al

shorter in the Harlem River. perhaps contributing to the observed

high variabilily. Water quality in the Harlem River was very poor;

stations did not behave consistently, and no seasonal pat!'eTn was

evident. The .oK" stations were also highly variable throughout the

summer and among stations (Fig. 5d). Conditions were hypoxic for

much of the summer at stations KI-K4, while rarely hypoxic at

stations K5, K5a. and K6. Again no seasonal decline curve is evident
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were sufficiently low (0 harm sensitive organisms 10 all subregion~

examined. V.'ithin [he Arthur Kill and the Harlem River. DO values'

were low enough 10 cause mortality.

A second serial data set, available from 1974, provided full

annual coverage for 12 stations in the Lower Bay and just offshOle

(Fig. 7, source Parker et aI., 1986). Despite variations among stations.

a consistent cycle of declining oxygen. \'alues from winter to summer

was observed throughout the !~gion and year (Fig.. 8). For most

stations the annual minimum was reached in early September. with

oxygen values rising rapidly In late fall. mOSt likely due to de:lining

temperJlures and lessening of stratified conditions.

Closer inspection of Fig. 8 revealed that boltom oxygen

concentrations reached their lowest values in Raritan Ba; (Stations

26. 45-, 52, and 61) where annual minima were below 3 m~ I-I at

three stations (45. 52, and 61). Only stations 9, 12, and 101

remained abo\'e the 5 m£ 1-1 water quality standard throughout the

annual period. Regional differences in water quality are.

consequently, possible even in the relatively open, less polluted

portions of the Harbor. Again, however. water quality tended to

improve toward the mouth of the Harbor.

Preliminar)' conclusions, based on the NYC-DEP 1976

monitoring data and rhe 1974 Raritan-Lower Harbor ·series indicated

that spalial coherence among stations is not typical for the Harbor

area, even within restricted sub-areas. Similar plots for other years

(see Appendix B) confirm this conclusion, although high similarit)'

within subareas is occasionally seen even in the most variable

botlom waters (see for example the Harlem River, 198~ \'s. 1976, Fig.
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and only stations K5. K5a, and K6 exhibited similar fluctuations 10 DO

levels.

The transect down the Hudson River, out the mouth of the

Harbor and into Jamaica Bay also failed to depict the expected

seasonal decline and reco\'ery curve for bottom DO concentrations

(Fig. 6). Variability among stations in the Hudson River (Fig. 6a) and

Jamaica Bay (Fig. 6d) was high, whereas the Upper and Lower Bays

(Fig. 6b-6c) were less variable. Oxygen levels consisH::"-.tly improved

from the Hudson River to the Lower Bay. Hypoxic conditio·ns.

routinely observed in the Hudson River and Cpper Bay. were never

recorded in the Lower Bay and rarely in Jamaica Bay,

These qualitative observations are confirmed by examinIng the

1976 mean summer oxygen concentrations for each area, togethe~

with the coefficients of variation. regional minima. and the number

of observations (Table I). The geographic distribution and severity

of hypoxia suggested by the graphical anal)'sis, is supported by the

spatially averaged DO concentrations in bottom waters of the various

subregions (Table I). The Lower East River, Harlem River, and

Hudson River all possessed mean bottom DO levels less than 3 mg 1- 1

for the summer months (June-September). Mean oxygen values

improved east to west along the East River into Western Long Island

Sound and north to south from the Hudson River to the mouth. of the

Harbor. The coefficients of variation demonstrated that the Harlem

River and "Kill" stations were most variable. while relatively low

variability among stations was recorded in the Lower East River and

Lower !'ew York Bay. The summer minima indicated that, with the

exception of the lower Bay. oxygen concentrations in bottom waters

I
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9). Additional conclusions indicate that well defined seasonal decline

curves are observed when annual data are available (Fig. 8).

Howe\"er, high variability in bottom concentrations during the

summer may mask the presence of a typical decline pattern when

seasonal coverage in insufficient (Fig. 5, 6). Although, again, weli·

behaved decline curves are occasionally seen even with abbreviated

(June·September) annual coverage (see Fig. 9, the Harlem River).

Based on the early data, we also conclude that hypoxic

conditions were widespread throughout the Harbor during the mid

1970's. \\'alcr quality conditions were sufficiently poor to cause

hypoxi~ effects among sensitive organisms (including mortality at

some locations) and distinct geographic differences in bottom Qxyg.en

levels were present (Table I).

In examining the early data for the Harbor region. we were

particularly struck with th~ high variability among stations and ovcr

lime. Swanson and Parker (1988) suggeSled that, in the l'iew York

Bight. variability among stations resulted from the combined effects

of geomorphology, physical oceanographic processes, and organic and

nutrient loadings.. Similar factors are most likely responsible for the

differences among stations In the Harbor (see Jater section). High

within season variability and the presence or absence of well defined

seasonal decline curves, on the other hand. are most closely related

to the magnitude and frequency of meteorological events. As noted

by Parker el al. (1986) Storms can rapidly affect oxygen levels either

through advection of water masses with varied oxygen content or by

altering the density structure of the water column (i.e the exchange

of surface water with oxygen deficient bottom waters).

•
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The 1984 summer season was characterized by well-behaved

bottom oxygen cycles throughout the !\Y·:"J Harbor (Appendix B),

suggestive of control by a wide·scale phenomenon. !\1eteoTological

control is hypothesized since a relatively calm season mitht result in

the more cohesi\'e and coherent behavior observed in 198J.

Frequent SlOrms. on the Olher hand. interacting with varied basin

topography could disrupt the normal pattern of rise and fall In

seasonal oxygen values and produce high Yariability iT observed

boltom DO concenlrations. .\1alone el al. (1986) attributed much of

the summer \'ariabilil~ in boltom DO levels in Ihe Chesapeake Bay to

large movements of bottom water driven "by meterological events.

HaTd~ (l9i~J similarly suggested that interannua"J \'ariabiJil~ in

oxyg-:,n \ alu~s in Long Island Sound were due to climatological

conditions. Parker et al. (1986) also believed that much of the

variabilit~ evident in Long Island Sound oxygen senes I",as

controlled by meteorologically-induced adveclion and upwellin£" As.

pre\"iously nOted. Hydroqual has traced \'ariabililY in the East River

10 the rate of freshwater inflow from the Hud~.Jn River and tidal

elevations at the Battery. Long Island Sound and Hudson and Harlem

Rivers.

LQni Term Trends· As noted above, one of our goals in ~xamining

hypoxia and its underlying causes in the NY -NJ Harbor area is to

assess the long term Irends in dissolved oxygen in the ngion. Three

major monitoring sources were consulted to determine long term

changes in water quality:
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9). Additional conclusions indicate that well defined seasonal decline

curves aTe observed when annual data are available (Fig. 8).

However, high variability in boltom concentrations during the

summer may mask the presence of a typical decline pattern when

seasonal coverage in insufficient (Fig. 5. 6). Although. again. weli

behaved decline curves are occasionally seen even with abbreviated

(June-September) annual coverage (see Fig. 9. the Harlem River).

Based on the early dala. we also conclude that hypoxic

conditions were widespread throug.hout the Harbor during the mid

1970's. 'Water quality conditions were sufficiently poor to cause

hypox.ic effecls among sensitive organisms (including mortality at

some locations) and distinct geographic differences in boltom Dxyg.en

levels were present (Table I).

In examining the early data for the Harbor region. we were

particularly struck with the high variability among stations and over

time. Swanson and Parker (1988) suggested that. in the New York

Bight. variabilily among stations resulted from the combined effects

of geomorphology. ph)'sical oceanographic processes. and organic and

nutrient loadings. Similar factors are most likely responsible for the

differences among stations in the Harbor (see later section). High

within season variability and the presence or absence of well defined

seasonal decline curves. on the other hand. are most closely related

to the magnitude and frequency of meteorological events. As noted

by Parker et aJ. (1986) storms can rapidly affect oXY8en levels either

through advection of water masses with varied oxygen content or by

altering the densily Structure of the water column (i.e the exchange

of surface water with oxygen deficient bottom waters).

•
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The 19&~ summer season was characterized by well-behaved

bOllom oxygen cycles throughout the !'Y·:-;J Harbor (Appendix B).

suggestive of control by a wide-scale phenomenon. Meteorological

control is hypothesized since a relatively calm season might result m

the more cohesive and coherent behavior observed in 198J,

Frequent Storms. on the other hand. interacting with varied basin

topography could disrupt the normal pattern of rise and fall 10

sea~on31 oxygen values and produce high yariability iT. observed

botlom DO concentrations. Malone er al. (1986) attributed much of

the summer \'ariabjlit~ in beltom DO levels in the Chesapeak~ Bay to

large movementS of bottom water driven 'by meleTological events.

Hard~ (1971} similarly suggested that interannua"t variabilily in

oxygen \ alues in Long Island Sound were due to climatological

conditions. Parker el al. (1986) also believed that much of the

"ariabilit: evident in Lon£, Island Sound oxygen senes was

controlled by meteorologically·induced advection and upwellin£" As

pre'"iously noted. Hydroqual has traced variability in the East River

to the rate of freshwater inflow from the Hud~.")n River and ridal

elevations at the Ballery. Long Island Sound and Hudson and Harlem

Rivers.

Lone Term Trends· As noted above, one of our goals in examining

h)'poxia and its underlying causes in the NY ·N] Harbor area is to

assess the long term trends in dissolved oxygen in the region. Three

major monitoring sources were consulted to determine long term

changes in water quality:
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1) The summer water quality monitoring survey undertaken by the

:'\ew York Cit)' Department of Environmental Protection (:\YC·DEP~

consisting of 42 stalions from 1968-1989 (Fig. 4).

2) An annual survey conducted by the Interstate Sanitation

Commission (lSC) al 33 stations from 1974-1986 (Fig. 10).

3) A summer water quality project conducted by the Hackensack

Meadowlands Development Commission (HMDC) from 1971-1988 on

the tidal portions of the Hackensack River and its tributaries (Fig.

11).

It should be noted that the long term trend analysis h&~ been

restricted to the past 20-25 years. Additional temporal data exi·sl for

many of the :SY.C·DEP monitoring stations (i.e. uninterrupted station

data from as early as 1909. :\YC-DEP, 1989), but were not available

in computerized format. On the other hand. most of the temporal

data for the ISC monitoring surveys are included in the analysis.

although nOI all stations were analyzed. The· ISC data set was

discontinued In 1986. with the exception of special studies which

continue to the present. The Hackensack River program was initiated

in 1971 with data available through 1988 (c. Hobble, pers. comm.).

Again not all stations were utilized in the analysis. We identified a

fourth long-term data set for the tidal Passaic River, but have not yet

received the data for analysis.

The monitoring programs differed significantly in their

sampling so-ategies. The KYC·DEP survey was conducled during the

summer, generally with 6-18 measurements at each station from

June through September. Bottom oxygen levels were consistently

recorded at each station and these data are therefore particularly

j
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useful to assess trends in the severity of oxygen depletion. The ISC

sampling program provided monthly measurements over the annu::l

cycle and thus had considerably less frequenr summer samples (of

primary importance to us). Additionally, although surface waters

were consistently sampled. bottom observations were intermittent.

The .long-term analysis of the ISC data is therefore restricted to

surface dissolved oxygen values. The H~1DC provided summer

averages for DO measurement'i evenly distributed over the tidal

cycle. For the Hackensack Ri\'er data surface waters were sampled

with mean summer oxygen values calculated from a range of 11 to

32 seasonal measurements. Because of the differences between the

dat:l sources. separate and independent analyses were made.

Long·Term Trend ."nalvsi, "YC-PEP - The initial stage of our long

term trend analysis incorporated data from 1968-1989 for each of

40 stations from the "YC-PEP monitoring series (:\. K. E. Hand 1)

throughout the Harbor area (Fig. 4). We first ploned mean summer

(June-September) boltom oxygen concentrations. annual minimum

boltom oxygen concentrations. and the AB5 oxygen deficit index

versus ye3r for each of the long-term NYC-DEP monitoring stations

(Appendix C). In genera" all three measurements indicated declining

water quality conditions, at most stations, in the early 1970's,

followed by a period of improvement from the mid-1970's through

1978. However. after 1978, the different subregions of the harbor

appeared to diverge in water quality with some stations continuing

to improve (see for example the Kill Van Kull. Fig. 12), others

declining in recent years (ex. Jamaica Bay, Fig. 13) and still others

Slaying the same through 1989 (ex. the lower East River, Fig. 14).
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:\"ote that decreases in the mean and minima and increases In the

AS5 index all signify declining water quality conditions.

1968·1989

t.,;sing least squares regression techniques and analyses of

covariance (SAS, 1985) we next tested the apparent temporal trends

in mean, minima and the ASS index over the entire time period

(1968-1989) at each :-;YC-DEP monitoring station. The results are

presented below for each subregion of the harbor.

E-serio . Preliminary regression analyses indicated that not all

stations in the E-series behaved in the same fashion over the 1968

1989 period (Table 2). For annual minima, five stations (EI·E5)

improved significantly (P<O.IO), 2 stations (E9·EIO) significantly

declined and 3 stations (E6·E8) displayed no significant temporal

trend. For mean summer DO. stations E I·E4. and E6·E7 significantl)'

improved. station EI0 significantly worsened, and stations E5, and

E8·E9 showed no significant trends with time. Similarily. for the AB5

index. significant improvement was noted for stations EI-E4 abd E6,

significant declines were again apparent in stations E9·EIO. and no

significant temporal trends were recorded at stations E5, E7 and E8.

Based on all three measures of water quality. we concluded

that conditions improved at stations E1·E4 and declined at stations

E9·ElO, with less obvious results for the other E-series stations: The

initial analyses also indicated no statistically significant differences

among slopes of stations with similar (i.e. increasing or decreasing)

trends for each dependent variable (i.e. mean. minima, AB5 index).

For improving conditions, the DO mean model indicated an increase

of 0.08 mg 1. 1 yr' 1 in average sum(tler conditions. while the
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mJn.lmum model suggested improvements of 0.06 mg 1- 1 yr ~ In

annu,l DO minima. The AB< model slopes ranged from -5.79 to -6.36

mg·d I-I yr: and were also not significantly different among statio:;

EI-E~. For declining conditions (stations E9-EIO), the mean DO

decrease ill hallam water per year was 0.04 m£ 1- 1 while the minima

declined 0.08 mg l·t \J·t. The slopes of the AB5 model confirmed

the dec-lin.: in waler quality with values of 3.83 and 2.60 mf-d:1Y 1- 1

Stations with increasing (EI-E4) and decreasing (E9-E10)

temrOT31 trends '" ere subsequently pooled and covariate mc';els

were dcYeloped for each parameter (mean. minima and AB5 index)

and e3ch subf'oup of stations (EI-E4, E9·EIO). The final models

used station and year as prediclOTs of the mean and minima bottom

DO and the AB5 index.

Since slopes were not significantly different, the parameter

,dju>!in. slope for Station by year effects was dropped from the E·

series models. For increasing water quality 'trends (Table 3). the

proportion of variance accounted for by the mean model was

greatesl (R'=0.51). All models were statistically significant

(P<O.OOOIJ and all possessed significant temporal trends (indicated

by the year parameters - mean, F=75.13, df=1/83, P<O,OOOI; minima,

F=38.87, df=I/83, P<O.OOOI: AB5, F=52.27, df=I/83, P<O.OOOI). In

this covariate model. station parameters reflect difference' in the

average. summer mean. annual·minimum and AB5 index among

stations. The models indicated significant differences among stations

for mean summer DO levels (F=3.40, df=3/83, P<O.02) and the AB5
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index (F=3.82. df=3/83. P<O.02) bu, no differences in the average

annual minimum DO levels among $lations (F=O.81, df=3/83, P<0.49).

For declining water quality conditions at station E9·EIO, all

covariate models were again statistically significant and explained 14

- 21 'k of the variance (Table 4). For these models, temporal trends

were all significant with no differences between stations.

H-'erie! - Preliminary analyses (Table 5) indicated significant

impro\'ement in waler quality in the Harlem River at stations H2·H5

based on mean, minima. and the AB5 oxygen deficit index over the

1968-1989 period. In addition. the annual minima significantly

improved at station HI. These initial analyses funher indicated no

significant differences among slopes for the mean, minima or AB5

linear re~ressions versus year (Table 5). The slopes of the regression

analyses indicated an average improvement of 0.05 mg I-I yr- 1 in

mean summer bottom ox:'gen levels and an increase of 0,07 mg )',1

yr,1 in observed minima, The slopes of the .AB5 regressions versus

year confirmed the improvement In water quality with values

ranging from -3.93 to-7.26 mg-d 1. 1 yr-!.

Stations H2-H5 were subsequen,ly pooled and covaria'e models

were developed for each parameter (mean, minima, and AB5 index)

(Table 6). Again the final models used both station and year as

predictors and the parameters adjusting slope for station by year

effects were dropped (since slopes were not different among

stations), The results were similar to the E~series stations which

displayed improving water quali'y trends. Again the proportion of

variance accounted for by the mean model was greatest (R2=0.46),

although all models were highly significant (P<O.OOOI) with a high

•
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percentage of the variance explained. Additionally all possessed

significant temporal trends as indicated by the ) eJr parameters

(Table 6). The analyses of covariance indicated significant

differences among stations for mean summer boltom DO (F=18.33.

df=3/83. P=O.OOOI) and the ASS index (F="7.15. df=3.83. P=O.OOOI)

but no differences in the average annual minima among stations (F

0.90. df=3.83. P=0.44).

J-serin . The J-series staTions are atypical in that only 2. single

slation (15) showed significant temporal trends in mean summer

bOll om DO or annual minima values over the 1968-1989 period

(Table 7). At this sialion. the annual oxygen minima significanll~

declined .. a rate of ·0.05 mg \., yr' '. The regressions for the ASS

index \'ersus year further suggested significant declines in water

quality at stations J3 and J5. although with relatively low rates

(0.67-0.95 mg·d I-I yr- I ). Since the suggested deterioration was

confirmed by more than one water quality measure (minima and

ABS) at only a single station (15) no further analyses were done over

this time period.

K·serjes . Stations KI-K5A demonstrated significant improvements

In mean. minima and the area below the 5 mg 1-] oxygen level over

the 1968·1989 period, while station K6 showed no significant

temporal trend (Table 8). Significant improvements occurred in

mean and minima bOllom DO at rilles ranging from 0.03 to 0.16 mg I

I yr' I. The slopes of the ASS index versus time showed a similarly

wide range from -2.0 to -13.9 mg·d 1'\ yr'! and also indicated

improving water quality. The widely ranging slopes of the linear

regressions versus time were significantly different among stations.
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with the greatest improvement in water qualit)' at stations K3·K4 for

all parameters. These stalion displayed the large.51 improvement )0-

water quality for all slalions monitored by lhe l'YC-DEP.

Analyses of covariance were subsequently run using pooled

data for Slations KI-K5A (Table 9). Since slopes were different

among stations. the parameter denoting year by stations interactions

was retained in each model. The results of the analyses indicated

that 62 to 77Cic of the \'ariance in mean DO. minima DO and the ABS

index was explained. The results are consistent for all three

measures: all models were highly significant with significant·

temporal trends (year parameter). significant differences in mean

\'alues (i.e. mean" summer hellam DO. annual minima boltom DO and

ABS indices) among stations (stalion parameter) and significant

differences among estimated slopes (year by Slalion parameter).

S-series - Linear regression analyses of mean summer DO in boltom

water, annual minima and the area below the- 5 mg I-I oxygen level

versus year (1968-1989) primarily indicated improving water

quality conditions (stations N3A-1\8) or no significant temporal

trends (stations :\1-1\3B. 1\9-:\9A) (Table 10). Only station 1\16

showed a significanl decline. and in a single water quality measure

(the AB5 index). suggesting conditions are deteriorating here to some

extent. The rate of improvement in water quality (slope) varied

significantly among stations for minima DO with increases of 0.05 to

0.14 mg 1-1 yr-J. Slopes were not significantly different for

regressions of mean summer DO or AB5 versus year. Overall. the

greatest improvement in water quality was observed at station N6.

for all parameters (mean. minima and AB5).
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StJtions displayin£ slg.nificant Improvement 10 water quality

(stations \"3.-\·~-8) were pooled and analyzed with covariate models

using year and stalion as predictors. Since slope varied significantly

among stations for annual bottom DO minima. the year by station

imeT3Ction term was retained in the final models (Table 1]). The

re,uh, indicated all models were highly significant (P<O.OOOI I, "ith

si£niflcant temporal irend, (year parameler-, and significant

differences in a\'erage values for mean summer DO. annual minima

and ar:.'.l below 5 m~ 1-1 among st3tions (station parameter) As

sU~fe"'l~d by the preliminary analyses. the station by yeal

inter:l..:rion mdicates significant differences in slopes only fOT the

annu~1 minima model.

1979·19'9

L"sing least square regression techniques. we next e.\amined the

apparenl di\'er~ence of temporal trends in mean, minima. and the

AS5 index within the different subregions of the Harbor in recent

years (1979·19891. Ten of the !\YC-DEP monitoring stations

continued 10 show significant improvement in at least one of the

water quality parameters (mean summer DO in bottom waters.

annual minima in bottom waters and area below the 5 mg I-t oxygen

level) over this period (Table 12).

Mean summer DO significantly improved in portions of the

Harlem River (H4), the Kill Van Kull (KI-K3) and the Upper Bay (N6).

Rates of increase were significantly different among stations and

ranged from 0.04 to 0.16 mg 1-1 yr- I . Annual minima improved at

station HI, H4 and H5 in the Harlem River, KI-K4 in the Kills and ~6

:\7 in the Upper Bay. The slopes of the regressions of annual minima
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versus year varied significantly among stations. with the highest

rates of improvement observed in the Kill Van Kull (K2. slope = 0.21
\

mg I' J yr' J) and the upper Harbor (l\6, slope . 0.21 mg I' J yr' J). The

results for linear regression of AB5 versus year were similar to those

for the annual minima but with significant improvement additionally

noted in the l\arrows (station ]\;8) (Table 12). As noted previously.

all of the above stations also displayed significant improvements

o\'er the long term period 1968·1989. demonstrating (·:-nsistent

improvement even in recent years.

Twe1\ e of the ;\"YC·DEP monilOring SlatlOO exhibited significant

decline in water quality in recent years (Table 13). Mean summer

DO in bottom waters significantly decreased in w.tstern Long lsland

Sound (stations £8·E1O). Jamaica Bay (12, 13. J5. 17). the lower

pOrtIOn of the Arthur Kill (K5A) and the lower portion of l\ew York

Bay (l\9·l\161. The rate of decline in mean summer DO varied from

0.06 to -0.13 mg I- I yr- 1 and was significantly different among

stations. Changes in annual minima and the AB5 indices confirmed

the declining water quality conditions in these areas (Table 13). For

lhe most pan, the stations exhibiting declining trends in recent years

either similarly demonstrated negative trends over the longer period

(E9, £10. or J5) or previously possessed no significant temporal

uends (E7, E8, JI, 12, 13, 17. N9A and ]\;16). Only station K5A went

from improvement over the longer period to decline in rec~nt years.

It is important to note that most of the regions suffering from

declining Water quality in recent years are present in the relatively

cleaner regions of the Harbor, areas which rarely exhibit summer

averages below 4.0 rng I-I in boltom water.
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LOD5 Term Trend Analvsjs ISC - The Interstate Sanitation

Commission (ISC) monitoring stations occuppied transects t"Runs")

throughout the major subregions of the Harbor including: the Hudson.

Harlem. East. Passaic and Hackensack Rivers. the l"pper. Lower.

Raritan. :\"ewark and Jamaica Bays. Long Island Sound. Rockaway

Inlet, Arthur Kill and just offshore (Fig, 10), For comparison with the

~YC·DEP stations we first examined long-term trends in mean

summer oxygen concenlfatior.~ using covariance and regression

anah ses. Although samples were collected at 67 stations. sufficient

long-term summer data were available for a subgroup of on1)· 33

stations for this siage of the assessment. The second stage of the

anJI~ sis 1m oh ed documenting posith'e and ne&ative dep:!.Tll,;re!il

from saturated conditions throughoul the annual cycle at all 6;

stations, Both sets of analyses included the 1974-1987 in«,,'al and,

as noted previously were restricted to surface waters, Because of

declining frequenC) of measurements from 1981-1987, the

regreSSIOn analyses "'''ere compared both with and without these

data,

:"'1ean Summer Qx\'~=n - Our original intent was to analyze the ISC

data in a fashion simil3r 10 the NYC-DEP measurements. Ho ...... e ....er.

because of the lack of bottom water samples we restricted the

regression and co\'ariance analyses to surface oxygen values. In

general, surface values are less indicative of overall wate: column

conditions and a poor indicator of hypoxia, particularly in stratified

areas such as the Hudson River. Our goal, consequently was to search

for similarities in the direction of long-term trends rather than a

detailed comparison of surface means, deficit indices and/or annual
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minim3 10 similar bottom waler measurements from the J\YC·DEP

program.

\\'e began by plotting: mean summer oxygen concentrations

from surface samples versus year for each of 33 stations throughout

the ISC's monitoring area over the 1974-1987 period (Appendix D).

The figures suggested increasing surface oxygen concentrations at

most stations throughout the period of measurement.

ISC Series - l"sing both least squares regression techniques and

analyses of CO\ ariance. we tested the apparent trend in mean

summer surface DO's using the 3\"ailable long-term data (generally

197"-1986) at each ISC monitoring station. The results (Table 14)

indicated significant (P<O.lO) increases in surface oxygen values over'

time at 22 stations and no significant temporal trends for the

remaining len stations. Rates of Increase were greatest in !\ewark

Bay. the Arthur Kill and the Easl River. with overall rates ranging.

from 0.1-1 to 0.38 mg 1. 1 yr· 1 (Table 14). Within two of the ten

subregions of the harbor (the Cpper Harbor and the Arthur Kill),

slopes were significantly different among stations. Stations which

failed to demonstrate significant changes with time were located in

Long Island Sound. the Rockaway Inlet, the Lower Bay and lamaica

Bay. Over the 1974-1986 period. none of the long-term monitorirrg

stations displayed decreases in mean summer DO in surface waters.

Since increases in surface oxygen values could potentially signal

increased occurrence of phytoplankton bloom events in response to

eutrophication, this does not necessarily eliminate declining water

quality conditions in boltom water.
•
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Because of decreased sampling frequency during the -1981

1986 period (exaci period varies with station) we were concerned

that mean summer DO's during this period were not representative

of summer conditions. 'Within this time frame some stations WCTe

sampled only once or (wice a summer, increasing the likelihood that

low DO conditions were missed. We consequently repeated the above

regressiC'o an31~ ses after eliminating those yeJTS with Ie:..;.. than a

single measurement durin& each of the 4 summer month:- (June

September,. The results (Table 15) showed the same temporal

trends for 6 of the 10 subregions of the Harbor. The Arthur Kill. Ea"

Rive:, Harlem River. L"pper Harbor. and Hudson River continued to

e:\hibil si£nificant increases in surface values with time. allhough

with chan£es in the coefficienls of determinalion and slight

differences in the slopes of the resulting re£ression equati(ln:- (see

Table I~ vs. Table 15). Similarly. the resul!s for Long Island Sound

remained the same. with all stations exhibiting no significant trends

with time. The remaining subregions of the Harbor were generalI~

characterized by a switch from significant inc:'-::ases to no significant

trends at specific stations over the shortened lime period. Only

stations RI02 (Rockaway Inlet) and LB03 (Lower Harbor) went from

non-significant to significant increases with time. Again ~o stations

exhibited significant decreases in surface DO values over time.

Because of the relatively minor effecls of including the years

wilh less frequent observations, we performed the analyses of

covanance using data from 1974- I986. Analyses of covariance were

performed for each subregion of the Harbor which possessed more

than one station demonstrating significant temporal trends. As
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described previously. stations with increasing trends (within

subregions, were pooled and covariate models were developed for

mean summer DO in surface Waters. The final models (Table 16)

used both station and year as predictors. Since the preliminary

regression analyses indicated significant differences in slopes

between stations the parameters adjusting slope for station by year

effeclS were included in the fin.l models.

Coy.ri.te models were developed for the Arthur Kill. East

Ri'"er. HJrJem River. Cpper Harbor. Jamaica Bay. Lower Bay and
•

~ewark Bay. The results iTable 16) indicated that all model,. were

significant (P<O.07). with 30 to 77% of the variance in mean surface

DO e,plained by the model. In addition. results generally indicated

highly significant IP<O.OOOJ I temporal trends (year parameter). with

the e".ption of Jamaica Bay (P<O.OI). Stations localed in the Arthur

Kill. Lo\\er Sa:. Harlem Ri'"er and East River exhibited significant

differences (P<O.IOJ in the ayerage yalues for mean surface DO

(station parameter). while those found in Kewark Bay. Jamaica Bay

and the Cpper Harbor did nOI (~.S.). Significant differences among

estimated slopes (year by station parameter) were found only in the

Cpper Harbor and Arthur Kill. again as suggested by the preliminary

analyses.

Percent Saturation - To incorporale all of the available ISC

monitoring data. a second technique was adopled to search for and

characterize detrimental changes in DO values over time and

between locations. Surface oxygen values were converted to percent

saturalion (POSA T) based on measured temperature and an assumed

constant salinity of 25.5 ppl. Surface POSAT ranged from 2.9% at
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station AK07 in July 1974 to 219.0'7c at station RBI6 in AU.USl 1986.

\\'e used the subjective definitions of surplu!il or supersaturation

defined as >1209C saturation and deficit or subsaturation defined as

<SO'7c saturation established by Parker et al. (I986) for Lon. Island

Sound. with saturated conditions greater than or equal to 80':( and

less than or equal to 120CiC. Additionally we followed the seasonal

and !=eographic classifications described belo\\:

SeJ>onal:

Sprin. = February. \Iarch. April. ~Ia~

Summer = JunC'. lui:. Augusl. September

Fall;:: October, :\"o\'ember, December. Januar~'

Geographic:

AI' = Stations AKO:. AK07. AKI3. AKI8

ER = Stations EROJ. ER02. ER03. ER04. ER09. ERll. ERI2. ERI3. ERI~

HA = Statiom HAO 1 HA02

:'\B = Stations :'\B03. :'\B05. :'\B 11. 1'B 12. :'\BI3. :'\B 14. !\B 16. ~"B IS

HR = Stations HROI. HR20

LH = Stations LH03 LH05. LH07. l.:HlI. LHI4. LHI6. t.:H27

Lli = Stations Ll24

Ll2 = Stations Ll25. Ll26

Ll3 = Stations Ll32. Ll33. Ll34

JB 1 = Stations JB02. JB03

JB2 = Stations 1805. JB07

LB = Stations LBOI. LB02. LB03. LB04. LB05, LB07. LBOS
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RB ; Slations RB 16. RB 18, RB 19, RB20. RB23

RI ; Stalions RIOI. RI02. RI03

\\. ; Stations W02. 04. OS, 06. 08, 09. 10

The seasonal classification was established as defined above

because of infrequent measurements during winter, while the

geographic classification was based on station location (Fig. 9).

Originally we examined the data throughout the entire time period

197~·198i for each season. Subsequently we compare the more

recent dJtJ (1981·1987) with the earlier data series (I ~n5··1980) to

uncover any curren! trends. The pre- and pOSt- 1980 comparisons

aTe presented only for spring and summer. since fall sample size" was

much reduced.

197~ . 19Si - Figure IS presents the frequenc)' of occurrence of t.he

oxygen surplus. deficit or saturated conditions for the pooled stations

throughout spnng. summer and fall from 19i~ to 1987. It should be

noted that the -frequency of seasonal and geographic measurements

varied significantly among seasons and locations. Consequently, less

confidence should be placed in those periods or stations having fewer

measurements. The data set included a IOtal of 3294 observations,

with supersaturation occurring 7.3% of the time. saturation 44.7%

and subsaturation 48.0% over all' stations and seasons. Distinct

geographic differences are discernable for all seasons. During. the

spring, oxygen deficits (POSAT<80%) were most frequently observed

in the Arthur Kill, East River, Harlem River and Upper Harbor, i.e.

primarily the restricted water ways and bays or the inner regions of

the Harbor. These regions consistently displa)'ed the greatest

frequency of subsaturated conditions over all seasons. Additionally.
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the frequenc~ of deficit occurrences greatly increased her~ in the

summer and fall. The Lonf Island Sound Slations displayed a

relati"el) high frequenc) of supersaturation (POSAT>120%) in both

spring and summer. High frequency of oxygen surpluses were also

obsen"ed in Jamaica Bay during the spring. Supersaturation rarely

occurred during the fall period. The outer regions of the Harbor

(emple\. i.e. Jam~ira Bay. the Lower Bay. Raritan Bay. the Rockaway

Inlet and just offshore exhit',.ted primarily saturated conditions for

all seJions but \\ ilh Increased occurrence of DO deficits in the

summrT and f211. Subsaturated conditions generally increased'm all

subregions of {he Harbor during the summer and fall relatively to

the spring period.

19-J·J9~Q \'S, 19~1·1987 A comparison of the pre and pas, 1980

years durin~ spring (Fig. 16) indicated a decline in the frequency of

subsaturaled conjitions for the the Arthur Kill. East River. Harlem

Ri'"er, ;\"e'.\'3rk Bay. Hudson River and Upper Harbor in recent years.

The decline in subsaturated conditions was accompanied .by an

Increase in super~aturated conditions in most subregions of the

Harbor. The occurrence of supersaturation over all subregions

increased from 4.; to 12.7~; (while deficits decreased from 54.5 to

34.4%) between the pre and post periods. No data were available for

comparison in Raritan Bay and no change was observed at the

offshore stations. The increase in frequency of supersi!dation

suggests a greater occurrence of phytoplankton blooms perhaps In

response to eutrophic conditions. The increase in oxygen surpluses

in the spring period was followed by increased frequency of DO

deficits during the summer (Fig. J7) for the bays. water ways and
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Inner portions of the Harbor. Oxygen deficits increased in these

regions in recent years compared to 19i4-1980. perhaps indicating

an increased respiratOry demand in response to morc frequent

blooms. Long Island Sound and the outer Harbor regions consistently

exhibited a slight decrease in the frequency of occurrence of

supersalurated conditions during the summer period in recent years.

In addition. there is some suggestion of increased oxygen deficits in

the outer portions of the Harbor o\'er the 1981-1987 interval. Since

no additional long·lerm data sets are available over the yearly DO

cycle the abo\'e patterns cannot currently be confirmed. The

observed trends are nonetheless important since they suggest the

actual mechanism generating low 02 conditions and delimit the

spatial relationship between blooms and hypoxia.

\\"hile supersaturation of surface waters is readily explained by

enhanced phytoplankton production in response to added nutrients.

the occurrence of subsaturated surface conditions may be related to

a number of processes: i.e" meteorological forcing, vertical mixing.

up" eIling. or horizontal Iran sport. Malone el al. (986) suggeSted

that transverse circulation was an important factor controlling

dimibution of nUlrienlS, DO, chlorophyll i and bacterio-plankton In

Ihe upper Chesapeake Bay. Without additional information, we are

uncertain of which of the above processes (i.e upwelling, advection,

mixing, and/or meteorology) contribute most to the observed

heterolrophic surface waters in the inner reaches of the Harbor. Tbe

increased incidence of supersaturation in the spring and increased

frequenc)' of deficilS in the summer in recent years. suggests that
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water quality conditions may, in fact. be deteriorating In certain

portions of the Harbor. '.

LQni Term Trend Anai)'sis H~1DC . The H~1DC mQnitoring data

consisted of fOUT stations along a ]\·5 transect of the tidal ponion of

the Hackensack River (StatiQns I. 2. 10 and 12) and an additiQnal 14

statiQns alQng its tributaries Qver lhe 1971·1988 periQd (Table 17).

The tidal ponion of the Hackensack River extends along ".: 2~ mile

reach and drains an area of 93 square miles before joining t.he

Pass3ic RI\'er at :"ewark Bay. ,"'e selected all of the river st3tions

and six Qf the tributary statiQns (StatiQns 3. 5, 7. 1I. 14 and 1i) for

analysis. The analysis of tributary data was restricted to those

stations closest to the main body of the rher. FO"T comparison with

the :\YC·DEP and the ISC data we examined IQng-term lrends in

mean summer oxygen concen[rations and oxygen minima USlnb

regression and covariance analyses. Since only surface

measurements were available. the analyses were conducted with

these data. v..'e began by ploning mean summer oxygen

concentrations from suface samples versus yea: for each of the four

Hackensack River stations and the six tributary stations from 1971 to

1988 (Fig. 18). In general. the plQts Qf surface measurements

suggested lillie change in the Qverall water qualily Qf lhe .Hackensack

River and its tributaries for the 18 year period. For comparison with

the NYC·DEP data series, we examined changes in mean Qxygen

values Qver tWQ periods: first using all the available data QVer 1971·

1988 and secQnd Qver the mQre recent 1978·1988 time range.

Oxygen minima values were analyzed over the shorter 11·year

periQd.
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H\1DC Serjes 1971-1988 - Lsing leasl squares regression techniques,

we first tested for linear trends in mean summer surface DO using

the Hackensack \ieadowlands monitoring data from 1971-1988.

Over the 18 year period. mean surface oxygen values significantly

declined at two tributary stations (Stations 11 and 14) and

significantly improved al a third, Slalion 17 (Table 18). ~o signifcant

changes in W31eT quality were noted for the stations located within

Ihe main channel of the river from 1971-1988. The two stations

exhibiting: significant declines in surface oxygen concentrations were

pooled and analyzed with a covariate model using year and ~tation as

predictOrs. The results (Table 19) indicated the model was

si.nificant (P<O.pOI) with a significant temporal trend (year

p,:uameter) and significant differences in average values for mean

summer DO between stations (sialion parameter).

19"8-) 988 - Lsing least squares regression techniques, we next

tested for linear trends In mean summer surface DO and summer

minima values for the Hackensack Meadowlands monitoring data

over the 1978-1988 period. The results (Table 20) indicated a

significanl decline in mean surface oxygen values over time at

Station 2. the northernmost ri ver . station and the one most influenced

by freshwater input. Mean summer oxygen concentrations

decreased at a rate of 0.18 mg J-I yr- t at this location, No significant

long-term temporal trends were noted 'for mean oxygen values at the

remaining nlne stations analyzed, Regression analyses of summer

mInlma versus year at each station indicated significant increases in

DO minima for Station 3, Bellman's Creek, a tributary station, and no

significant trends at other stations,
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In general, the regTes~ioll analyses confirmed that there were

no si£nific3n1 changes in the overall water quality of the Hackensack

Ri\'er and ItS tributaries from 19;1-1988: however, as noted.

individu31 stations exhibited both increasing and decreasing trends.

Results of earlier studies. on the other hand, indicated significant

improvement in waler quality within the main body of the river

durinf the eJrI~ 1970', (H\lDC. 1976). Rep",abl)". such improvinf

trends ~enerall~ did not extend Q\'er the long-term period or to the

more re.:enl dat3 series.

LQp.~ Te~nl Trend Aoal)"sj'. - $ummar\" . The lon£-terrn trend

analyses covered the perio~f when several major projects concerned

wi!h upp3dinf sewa£e treatment plants in the Harbor are:i were

comrk1ed Repession and covan3nce analyses of the ='YC-DEP's ~O

monito:inf stations over the 1968-1989 period revealed Stalisli~·all~

signifl~;'Jnt lmpro\"emenl~ In water quality conditions (based on ~eJ!1'

summei DO. ;,.nnuJI minim:i DO and the AB5 ox)'~en deficit index for

boltom waters) for ~O St3tions; significant declines 3t 3 stations and

no significant trends at 17 stations. Based on similar analyses of

more recent data <1979-1989) conditions appear less optimistic. Ten

stations demonstrated continued improvement over this period while

12 stations exhibited significant declines. Although the trend in

declining water quality is discouraging, DO concentrations .in the

bOllom water at these declining stations generally remained above

an average summer concentration of 4 mg I-I. Careful monitoring of

these areas in future years is essential to determine if conditions

continue to deteriorate to hypoxic levels. thus necessitating remedial

action. As previously noted, the general tendency obsef"ed was for
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Improvement In the highly polluted water-ways and inner harbor

subareas and declines in the cleaner bays and outer reaches of the

Harbor.

Contour plots of mInimum bottom annual DO observed

throughout the Harbor (E-series. H·series. J·series. K·series and 1'\.

series) o\'er 1968-1989 are seen in Figures 19-23. Stations in the

figures (x-axis) represent adjacent stations along each transect and

are nOt scaled to distance. Figure 19 is the plot for the. :::'asl River

stations {£-series} with station E1 at the Western end of the transect

(i.e. the lower East River) and station EIO in western Long Island

Sound (see Fig. 4 for station locations). Over the long term the fIgure

clearly indicates improving conditions in the lower East River and

declinin£ conditions closest to and within the sound, I.e. stations E9

and E 1O. During early years oxygen minima values were highest at

the stations closest to and within Long Island Sound. while more

recently bener waler quality was observed in waters adjacent to the

upper :\ew York Harbor. The figure also indicates that DO minima

are relatively unchanged over the past 10 years at stations EI

through E6.

The contour plot of DO minima for lhe Harlem River (Figure 20)

indicates long-term improvement in DO values at most stations over

time. Station HI is located at the northern end of the series near the

Hudson River and H5 at the southern edge near the East River (see

Fig. 4). The plot additionally indicates that DO minima were fairly

uniform throughout the subarea over time. There is however,

evidence of declining water quality at stations H2 and H3 during

recent years.
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The contour plol for the Jamaica Bay stations (Fig. 21 J

demonstrates the wide range of water quality obs~n'ed within thj~'

subregion. Station JI is located in the western ponion of Jamaica Sa)

with the transect running eastwards to station J7 at the eaStern

boarder of the Bay (see Fig. 4). The more polluted areas (in terms of

10\\' DO values) are located here (at Station 7) in the eastern end of

,he Bay. O\"er 'he long-term (1968-1989) no significant changes in

DO minima were noted. Mo"'e recently. water quality has declined at

all stJ!ions with anoxIC levels recorded at Station 17 and hypoxic

levels occurring: elsewhere.

The most dramatic improvement 10 water quality within the

Harbor o,·er the pasl :~ :ears has occurred in the lOner portions of

,he Arthur Kill and Kill Van Kull (K-series. see Fig. 4 for Slation

location) where severe anoxia has been eliminated (stations K3 and

K~) and hypoxia significantly reduced (stations KI and K:!. Fig. 22).

\Vith the ex.:eplion of the outer most areas (stations K5, K5A and K6!

the improvement has continued through the present. Regreltably.

some decline in DO levels has occurred at the entrance to Raritan 82'·

in recent years. The recent oil spills in the Kills region are

particularly distressful given the significant long-term improvement

here.

The N-Slations cover a wide geographic range and display high

variability in water quality over the period examined (Fi~ 23). The

Hudson River and Upper Harbor (NI-N7) are typically more deficient

in oxygen than the Lower Harbor to Rockaway Inlet region (N8-NI6).

Over the long·term significant improvements in water quality

occurred in the Lower Hudson, Cpper Bay and Lower Bay. Over the
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shorter lerm, significant declines were -observed at stations 9A (at

the mouth of Jamaica Bay) and :"16 (at the mouth of the Harbor).

Also. mOTe recently. water quality is declining in the Hudson River

(!\I-:"~).

The analyses of surface oxygen concentrations at the ISC

monitoring stations indicated significantly increased mean summer

DO in 22 of 33 stations over the 1974-1986 period. The

interpretation of trends in surface oxygen values is less

straightforward than thai of bottom concentrations Since both

increasing or decreasing surface DO could indicate declining waler

quality conditions. The frequency of POSAT classifications aided in

the interpretation by establishing significant differences between

subregions of the Harbor. as also indicated by the !\YC-DEP data.

Subsaturation was most common in the Arthur Kill, East River,

Harlem River and Cpper Harbor. These regions were similarly

plagued by frequem and recurring hypoxic conditions in bottom

wa"rs (based on the :"YC-DEP data). Supersaturation was moS!

common in Long Island Sound. A comparison of pre and post 1980

years revealed an increased overall occurrence of supersaturated

conditions (from 4.7 to 12.7%) accompanied by an overall decline In

subsaturation (from 54.5 to 34.4%). However, increased

supersaturation primarily occurred during spring and Jead to

increased deficits in summer, particularly in the Lower Bay, Jamaica

Bay, and Long Island Sound, suggesting deteriorating water quality

conditions in these subregions. The pre and post 1980 POSAT

classifications thus sU8gest a greater occurrence of phytoplankton

blooms, perhaps in response to eutrophic conditions. The evaluation
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of ~urf3ce DO values generally supports the conclusions drawn from

the S-YC·DEP data, i.e. improving condition~ in the inner harbor and

Te~!ricted water-ways and deteriorating water quality in the outer

Harbor. Jamaica Bay and Long Island Sound.

A possible explanation for these shifts in DO patterns of surface

and botlom wafers could be thaI the direct remo\ al of BOD Vl:1.

up£T3ded SIP resulted in immediate localized subareas ~·f

jmpro\'t~ment in DO values. The continued downstream ;low of

nut!'ients (although reduced I could. however. result in enhanced

phYlOpianklOn production in the less turbid. cleaner outer Harbor

area~. The enhanced production. which subsequently settle~ to the

bottom. uses oxygen through respiration and declly of phytoplankton

and their products thus resulting in a translocation of pollution

effects. Again. it should be noted thai the significam impro\ emenl tn

water quality In the inner harbor areas outweighs the decline in

water quality In outer harbor regions. Even if second~1!':: treatment

is somehow linked to these declines. either through nutrients.

reduced turbidity, reduced toxicity or some other unknown effects.

we do not mean to imply that raw discharges are better for

downstream areas. The removal of n!Jtrients via upgrades to tertiary

treatment is a more likely recommendation to solve the ~roblem.

Alternative hypotheses to the one suggested above may also

exist and should be explored. Non-point sources of poll':,ion may be

increasing in the areas with declining water quality but nbt in the

inner Harbor areas, perhaps linked to shifts in population

abundances. Additionally, regional changes in ""ater flow due to

dredging or variations in river or stream inputs may also be
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suggested. Although some of the warmest years on record have

occurred recently it is difficull to hypothesize a mechanism wher~hy

only outer harbor areas are affected and inner regIOns excluded fI .. :'T1

temperature effects. Development or refinement of a mathematical

water quality model for the area is an essential next step in

examining this hypothesis.

The H~1DC monItonng data indicated no significant change in

the o\'erall water quality of the Hackensack River or its tributaries

over the pas I 18 years. although as previosly noted, significant

impro\'ements did occur during the early J970's, a period of .permit

issuing and discharge monitoring for industries along the Tlver

(H~IDC. 1976). The significant decline in mean summer DO in surface

waters of Station 2. and Stations 11 and l~ and the significant

improvement in DO minima at Stations 3 and 17 suggest localized

ImpacIs over various time frames within the Hackensack River basin.

CurreDi Statu:; and Geo~raphic Trends . OUf review uncovered

several recent surveys of dissolved oxygen which were useful fOT

examming the current status of different geographical subregions

within the harbor area, These results both support and extend our

findings regarding the distribution of hypoxia within the Harbor (see

preVIOUS sections) while also providing the most current picture of

overall water quality for the area.

NYC-DEP - In 1989, the "l'C-DEP conducted a standard summer (June

- September) survey of surface and bottom oxygen levels at 45

stations throughout the region (Fig. 4). More extensive seasonal

coverage (i.e. January - October) was undenaken at an additional 6

stations in the East River (stations E2A, Ell-EI5). Representative
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graphs of the surface and bottom oxygen distribution over both the

extended sampling period (station E3) and the abbreviated period

(st3tion H~) are shown in Figure 24. In 1989. surface and bottom

oxygen concentrations in (he East River declined sharply in June and

July and remained 10\\ (2-.1 mg I-I) for most of the summer. At the

Harlem Rh er station nD seasonal pattern was evident. perhaps due to

10" s3mple frequency during the typical summer decline pha~e.

Oxygen concentrations in lhe Harlem River were also lo\\' (~--t mg I-

I) lhroufhout much of the s.ummer :\"eith~r station was hi£hly

sU<llified in terms of DO levels.

O\erlays of bOll om oxygen concentration for the Easl River lEI·

E5. Fig. 25). the Hudson River ("1·"3.'\. Fig. 26) and Jamaica Bay

stations 08·] II. Fi!,.:'7) indicated a high level of coherence amon!'

stations within geographic subregions of the Harbor. Consequentl~.

we calculated spatially averaged surface and bottom DO

concentrations (June September) and associated statistics for the

previously described subregions of the Harbor (i.e. Lo\\'er East River.

L"pper East River and Western :-';arrows. Harlem River. Arthur Kill.

Kill Van Kull. and Raritan Bay. Hudson River. Upper "ew York Bay.

Lower "ew York Bay and Jamaica Bay) (Table 21). Based on these

statistics mean bottom oxygen concentrations were low (below 5 mg

1. 1) in the Harlem River, Upper East River Bays and Upper New York

Bay. Mean surface DO concentrations were similarly low only for the

Harlem River. Based on Table 21 it is further suggested that specific

subregions experienced DO stratification during 1989 i.e. the East

River, the Hudson River. and Jamaica Bay. Oxygen minima (surface
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and bottom} were 10...... throughout the various subregions of the

Harbor. with anoxic levels reached in Jamaica Bay.

To illumate both lhe spatial trend and the degree of

stratification. mean surface and bottom DO for each NYC·DEP

monitoring series has been plotted against Slation for 1989 (Fig. 28).

The \"enical bars for the mean at each station represent the 95%

confidence intcr\'als. The "E" series graph indicates significant

increases in surface DO from the Western l'arro\\'s (0 l. -'ng Island

Sound and slight improvements from station E2A out into the upper

Hllbor. Significant difference in surface versus bottom DO were

noted for Slation E9 and E lOin Western Long Island. The lowest DO

levels were observed in the Lower East River, where both mean

surface and boltom conocntrations were typically less than 4 mg }".I.

The Harlem Rh"er (H· series) stations exhibited a decreasing

trend in both mean surface and bottom DO alon"g the N·S transect

from the Hudson to the East River. Stratification similarly decreased

from the mos! northward station south to the confluence with the

East Ri\'er. Surface and boltom DO levels were typically low «5 mg J

1) at all stations with the exception of station 1. surface"

The "K" series stations declined in oxygen values (surface and

bottom) from station Kl at the eastward end of the Kill Van Kull to

station K4 (inner Arthur Kill). DO concentration then exhibited an

almost linear trend of improvement from station K4 through the

lower Arthur Kill (station K5) into Raritan Bay (station K5A-K6).

Stratification also increased along this portion of the K·series

transect.
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The "~" stations extend along the Hudson River lstation ~1-~~).

into upper :\ew York Bay (:\5-:\8) and out into the lower Harbor (:\9

~16). The Hudson River statJons are stratified with typically low

boltom DO concentrations. Stratification begins to break down at

station ~5 where bottom DO levels also begin to impro\'e.

Improvement is almo!!.1 linear from stalion ~5 through ;\"9 and then

DO condit:ons are relati\·el~ C(lnStant in the Lower Harbor.

Th.:- Jamaica Bav st3lior.s (J·series) exhibited no clear spatial

trend:l. Sl:ttion J7. at the eastward end of the Bay. was chara~terized

b~ significJntl~ lower boltom DO levels then other stations In.~ well

definej stratified conditions. \Vith the exceptions of stations J I and

J5. ne:..tT the mculh of the Ba>·. all stations. although \'ariable.

exhibited difieren~es in surfa..:e and boltom DO concentrations.

Similar plots of DO minima in surface and boltom waters

confirmed Ihe spJtiJI trends noted above and emphasized th ....

\'ariabllilY in water quali\~ throughout the Harbor Region (Fig. ~9).

Hypoxic condilions (DO le\'c:b <3 mg I-I) were observed for at least .,

stations within all subregion, of the Harbor. The East River and

Harlem Ri\·er remain the moq heavily affected subregions of the

Harbor although v. ith some improvements in DO \'alues observed

here over the long·term. The inner portions of the Kills. the upper

portion of the Hudson and the ~astern part of Jamaica Bay may also

currently (i.e. 1989) be classified as .regions possessing p'oor water

quality, based on the NYC-DEP monitoring series.

CSO Projects - Time series data from the NYC-DEP combined sewer

o\'erOow (CSO) projects were examined to extend our knowledge of

current oxygen conditions within the Inner Harbor. East River and
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Jamaica Bay areas. These data were supplied to us by the l'YC-DEP

with original data sources including HydroQual (lnner Harbor and

Jamaica Bay CSO'sj and LMS. Lawler. Matusky and Skelly (East River

eSO). The data were collected under a variety of conditions (Le.

seasonally. weekly. dry·weather. wet-weather. storm events etc.) to

address specific research needs. Consequently, sampling intervals

are irregularly spaced with multiple measurements frequently made

during a single day followed by several day-to-week long gaps In

data collection (see for example. Fig. 30. Inner Harbor CSO. station I).

In analyzing these data we first calculated daily means then based

our summer averages on the mean of the daily values.

Inner Hareor CSO - Fig. 31 shows the station locations (Stations 1-10)'

for the Inner Harbor eso survey. together with the corresponding

~YC-DEP station designations for overlapping stations. Table 22

pro\'ides the latitude. longitude and depths of the station routinely

monitored dUTing the project. Plots of surface and bottom oxygen

concentrations for each station (Fig. 32) indicate adequate monthly

coverage throughout most of the summer. However, data collection

during August, a period typically characterized by low seasonal

oxygen concentrations, is particularly sparse. Consequenlly, direct

comparison of summer mean and minima with the NYC·DEP water'

quality data collected at the same stations is discouraged.

Nonetheless, comparisons among stations should follo·w the same

trends and should provide good regional information relative to

other stations sampled tbroughout the CSO survey. Since the

seasonal decline curve is poorly resolved by these data. oxygen

deficit indices were not calculated.

•
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The graphs of surface and bottom oxygen concentrations (Fig.

32) in the lower East River (Stations 1·3). 'he Cpper Harbor (Station

4) and the Hudson River (Stations 5·10) generally exhibit steep

declines in DO levels during June and July. followed by improvement

in September - October. Similar seasonal patterns were observed for

the :\YC·DEP monitoring sta'ions in the same areas in 1989 (Fig. 2;).

The graphs further indicate that both surface and boltom DO values

varied considerably over a single day with ~·3 daily measurements

\'arYJnf. up to 2-3 mg 1-1 per day. The occurrence of such shari term

diurnal variation is important to note when assessing the distribution

and severity of hypox.ia in the Harbor. Production and consumptioil

of oxygen by phytoplankton is tied to diurnal variation in light and

could account for some of the variability observed on the scale of

hOUTS. Horizontal advection. tides and winds are additional

important dynamic sources of variation. Given the observed range of

diurnal variation. the potential exists for the daily minimum value. to

which sensitive organisms are exposed. to be 2-3 mgl-} lower than

actual measured values. The overlay plots of surface and bOllom

oxygen for the CSO study (Fig. 32) show the absence of stratification

in the lower East River for the monitoring period (May-October) and

its presence in the Hudson. as previously suggested by the NYC·DEP

monitoring data.

We next calculated summer mean, minima and associated

statistics for surface and bOllom DO at each station (Table '23). Mean

surface and boltom oxygen concentrations were consistently low «5

mg 1-1) for the East River stations. Bottom oxygen concentrations

were additionally low for 3 of the upper Hudson River stations
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(Stations 8. 9 and 10). Do mInima were generally less than 4 mg 1-1

for all stations surveyed with hypoxic condition observed in both !~e

East and Hudson River.

To illustrate bOlh the spalial trend and lhe degree of

stratification. summer mean and minima DO for surface and bottom

waters were plolled for each stalion (Fig. 33). Mean DO

concentrations (surface and bottom) consistently improv~d form the

Lower East River OUI (0 the Cpper Harbor. Surface and bottom

concentrJtlons significanlly diverged in the Hudson River with

surface \ alues increasing along the northward transect and [.:mom

values decreasing. DO minima generally ranged from 3·4 mg i -I, in

both surface and. bottom waters at moSt stations. Very low minima

«1 m2 J-l) were observed for surface waters at 3 upper Hudson

Ri"er stations. \\"e suspect these measurements may be in error.

Since Ihe~ are isolated poinls measured on the same day and fail to

follow the expected panem. In all other respects. the Inner Harbor'

eso dala confirm the lTends and pallerns established by the less

intensive (i.e. in terms of measurement frequency and additional

stations) ~YC-DEP monitoring survey.

East Rjver eSQ - For the East River eso project we selected onl)' those

stations which were monitored on a weekly basis (survey and beach

stations. see Fig. 34) and did not analyze the additional intensive

survey sampling stations. In general, one to three surface and

bOllom DO measurements were made per sampling day, with

concentrations varying greally (up to 6 mg 1-1 d- I), again

emphasizing the dynamic shon-term changes in DO concentration

possible within the Harbor area.



PINS of mean daily surface and bottom DO for representati\·e

stations (Stations 9. 14. I. 20 and 2~J over the 1989 summer

sampling period demonstrate declining DO values from May through

August (Fig. 35), DO values remained depressed throughout the

September sampling period. The figure further demonstrates the

similarly in surface and boltom oxyg.en concentrations at stations

with:n Ihe EJ.st Ri\'er (Stalion 9. J-1 and 1) and an increasing

diYergen~e be!\\ eeo the two in the Western ponion of Long Island

Sound (StJtiOil ~O and 2..+ l.

SeasonJI means and minima were calculated from the mean

daih a\'er:i~es for each station (Table 24). Mean surface and bottom

oXYfen values. v.ere uniformh' less than 4 mg 1. 1 for stations located

in the Eall RJ\er proper (see Fig. 3~) and greater than ~ mg 1. 1 in

the \\ estern portion of the sound. A similar trend of im?ro\'ement

was noted for tbe ,"YC·DEP E-series monitoring data for the same

year. Again dire:t comparisons of mean values were not undertaken

be:ause of the different sampling: schemes. The surface and boltom

DO minima strongly indicate wide·spread hypoxic conditions

Ihroughout (he suney area in 1989

The weekly beach sampling slations were all localed within Ihe

sound (Fig. 34). Mean surface and bottom oxygen concentrations

were greater Ihan 5 mg I-I for all sites, although DO mini_rna ranged

from 2.4 to 4.4 mg I-I. Poor to hypoxic water quality conditions are

thus typical for these sites at least for part of the summer.

The spatial trend observed with the data collected during the

EaS! River CSO project (Fig. 36) is very close to the previously

observed pallern for the l\YC-DEP E-series monitoring data (Fig_ 28).
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"Ole that station 9 (East Ri'er CSO) and Slation 3 ("YC-DEP) are

positioned at approximately the same location. Mean summer \.

surface and bottom oxygen levels are low «4 mg;l-l) west of Station

1 and generally improving from here eastward into Long Island

Sound. Stratified conditions occur in the Western ~arrows but are

absent in the upper East River area. Oxygen minima values signify

widespread hypoxic conditions in both surface and bC"'Jm waters

(Fig. 36).

The plots of the mean summer surface and bottom oxygen

Ie' els from the weekly beach sampling station (Fig. 37 J. on the other

hand. indicate relati'·ely good water qualit)' conditions (>5 mg 1: 1) In

\\'estern Long Island Sound. Only Station 27. in "Eastchester Bay.

possessed mean DO levels less than 6 mg I-I for the summer pericd.

However. based on DO minimum. both this station and Station 29 ..
lillie :"ed: Bay. did experienced hypoxic levels in surface and bottom

waters durin£- paT! of the summer. Thus although DO improved along

the west to east axis from the East River into the Sound, brief

episodes of hypoxia were observed. Again Table 24, arranged along

the same west to east axis gives clear indications of the differences

discussed abo\'e.

Jamaica 8a\l eso - Considerable DO data were collected in Jamaica

Bay and its tributaries during the 1988 CSO project. The station

locations for all sampling sites are seen in Fig. 38. We restricted our

anaI)'ses primarily to the data collected in the Bay proper (Stations

JBI-JBI7) and describe the tributar)' data only in terms of average

bOllom concentration b)' basin (see below). For purposes of

discussion we further subdivided the main basin into stations
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sampled in eastern porllOIi (Stalions lBI·8 and lB15·17) and 10 the

weSli~rn portion (Station~ JB9·14).

The surface and bottom oxygen concentrations were highly

variable 3t each Sial ion <"sec for example Slation 1. Fig. 39), and

displayed no clear sea~on31 pattern over the period sampled. The

high variability and lad.. of a clear seasonal DO pattern were

simil:l.rh nOled earlier for bouom DO concentrations in Jamaica Bay

(Fif. 01 based on the \"YC·D':P seasonal survey and appear to be

typic.:l1 fOT the area, Rather than present individual st3tion data. we

elected [Q displJ: the data from Jamaica Bay proper for all st';'tions

as cumulati\t' percenr tFif. 40), The graph demonstrates that overall

ox:gen concentrations were poor «5 mg 1- 1) in approximately 30e;( .

of the surface samples and In 609, of bOllom samples.

To gain insi£ht into the: spatial trends within the Ba~ proper.

we next plotted mean summer surface and bottom DO versus stalion

for the eaSlern and "'eStern basins (Fig. '+1). For the western basin.

oxygen levels steadily decreased from the Rockaway Inl" (Station

lB I) coastv. ard towards lhe interior of the Bay and along the

nonhern border (stalion lB2-1B7). More cenlTally located stations

(Slations lB8. lB 15·17) showed marked improvemenl in bOllom DO

and slightly higher surface values. Mean concentrations were

greater than 4 mg I-I for all western basin stations, and surface

means were always 8reater than bOltom values.

For the ea.stern basin, mean surface oxygen levels did not vary

greatly from station to station. However. mean boltom oxygen

concentrations were severely depressed at the 3 stations located at

the eaSlern edge of the bay (Stalions lB9. 10. II). Examination of
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oxygen minima values (Fig. ~2) indicated anoxIc conditions in bottom

waters at these stations and hypoxic conditions throughout the

remainder of the Bay. generally in both surface and bottom wattrs.

The summary statistics for individual stations (Table 25) confirm and

suppOrt the graphIcal analyses.

The tributary data for the Jamaica Bay study consisted of

several stations within each tributary or basin confluent with the

bay. Sampling frequency per station varied considerably (K:4 to 45)

and detailed comparisons between sites were not possible.

Consequently. we lumped the stations within each basin and

calculJted mean and minima bottom DO levels by basin. The results

were ranked by mean concentration and are presented in Table 26.

\Vith the exception of :\"onon Basin. the lowest mean DO levels in

bottom waters characteristically occurred in the eastern or nonhern

basins. However. immediately adjacent to three of the lov.:est DO

basins (Shell bank. Bergen and Hawtree) were 3 stations with ,he

highest mean values (i.e. Spring Creek, Hendrix Creek, and Fresh

Creek) also located along the northern boarder of the Bay. Variation

from one basin to another thus did not follow a geographic rrend.

Overall the tributary data indicate severe hypoxic conditions in most

basins with anoxic levels reached in many areas.

Raritan Bay Project . The New Jersey Department of Environmental

Protection (KJ-DEP) conducted a summer water quality survey in the

Raritan Bay during 1989 (Fig. 43). These data enhance the spatial

coverage provided by the KYC-DEP monitoring survey and suppor!

the finding that water quality conditions improve in the open, less

restrictive regions of the Harbor.

•
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In general 8 dissoh ed oxygen measurements were recorded in

surface and baltom waters at each of 12 stations m"er the summer

period. The plots of bOllom DO at each station (Fi •. 44) indicate 'hat

hypoxic conditions occurred only occasionally at Stations 25. 25A. 46.

46A. 57 and 59 over 'he summer period. The most severe and

prolonged hypoxic conditions occuned at the most western stations

(57. 59) in Raritan Bay. Hypoxic levels were not observl:'d in either

Sandy Hook Bay (Stations 16. 16A) or the Cpper Harbor 'Stations 4.

7 ).

The DO values recorded in bottom waters over the 1989

summer were similar to the measurements made throughout Raritan

Bay during the 1974 survey (Fig. 8). In 1974. the' lowesl values «3

mg 1- 1) were similarly observed in the western ponions of Raritan

Bay (St3tions 45. 5~ and 64) with improving conditions eastward:;

tOwards the Rockaway Inlet. The extent and duration of hypoxic

conditions were similar for both the 1974 and the 1989 surveys.

with brief periods of hypoxic bottom waters observed during the

summer at 3 to 6 stations.

To confirm the spatial trend and to illustrate the degree of

vertical stratification, the summer DO mean and minima of both

surface and bottom waters were plotted against station for the J989

Raritan Bay series (Fig. 45). Stratified conditions existed thro~ghout

the region over the summer period. Although mean bOllom DO

conditions varied geographically as described above. mean surface

values were relatively constant throughout the Bay and consistently

greater than the commonly accepted 5 mg 1-1 water quality standard

(Table 27). The DO minima in bOllom waters at the different stations
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(Fi£. 45) confirmed the observed geographic trend and demonstrated

the \"ariable water quality conditions possible in Raritan Bay. DO

minima in bottom waters ranged from 1.2 mg 1-1 indicative of poe

water qualit)' at Station 59 to 6.0 mg I-} signifying relatively good

conditions al Station 50A (Table 2;), DO minima in surface waters

ranged from 3.7 to 7.1 mg I-I again emphasizing that bottom water

concentrations are a better indicator of waler quality than surface

measurements.

FacIQ[l;: CQnlrQlJin~ OX\'ien Depletion· The :"ew York·='ew Jersey

Huber area receives nutrients and organi~ matter from a nu~ber of

sources. both man-made and natural. As previously nOled. these

inpuls. together .with a variety of biological. chemical and physical

phenomena. have been implicated 10 causing hypoxia (see

introduction). For example. organic material undergoes bacterial

oxidation with a concomitant direct reduction of dissolved oxygen.

Inorganic nutrients. nitrogen and phosphor~s. stimulate

phytoplankton production leading to increased plant abundance and

perhaps algal blooms, The enhanced algal biomass subsequentl)'

utilizes oxygen in lower water layers directly via respiration or

indirectly by undergoing decomposition in sediments after settling.

Ammonia may additionall)' depress oxygen levels directly vIa

bacterial oxidation in the water column (St. John, 1990)_

Historical estimates of waste loacHngs for the entire Hudson

Rarilan estuary over the past century indicate reductions (10-50%)

in loadings of both tolal organic material (and associated BOD) and

nutrients since 1970 (Ayers et aI., 1985), Long-term increases In

bOHom oxygen levels over the same time period qualitatively
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SUf£est a relationship betweell the observed decline in inputs and

the higher DO le\'els. OUT goa) was to quantitatively relate changes In

bOlh anthropogenic factors (such as nutrients and organic ,carbon)

and natural environmental factor:- (such as temperature and salinity)

to measured variatiom in dissolved oxygen levels in the Harbor area.

Our primary interest was to discover which combination of observed

factors influence boltom (l'\~ gen le'"els. perhaps leading to hypoxia.

10 the :\)"-:\1 Harbor compl",.

To search for relali0nships between dissolved oxygen

cor.centrations and a suitt: of anthropogenic and environmental

factors we utilized data from five sources: (1) the 1974-1988

summer :\YC-DEP Harbol monitoring survey; (2) the 1974-1986

annual ISC Harbor survey; (3\ the 1975 (September) and 1977 (July)

KYC 208 water quality sampling program conducted at siXly-five

stations located in and around :\ew York Harbor (Fig. 46); (J) the

1989 (June-luly) Inner Harbvr CSO study and (5) the 1989 (June

September) East River CSO Project. Again. the data sources varied

considerably in the frequency of measurement of nutrients and

organic material, as well as differing in the specific parameters being

measured. As previously noted, a wide array of physical fKlors may

additionally influence DO in the Harbor and could be added as

independent variables to the regressions. i.e. solar radiation, cloud

cover, wind direction, intensity and duration, precipitation, river flow

and relative water body elevations. depth and intensity of

stratification (Sigma-T), sediment oxygen demand and cunent and

tide. Given the time and resources available. for the current project

we were unable to incorporate the effects of physical faCtOTS. a major
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research effort In itself. The addition of physical measurements to

the regression analyses is a necessary next step in understanding

factors contributing to lov.: oxygen in the :!'\Y·::,\} Harbor and is

included in the recommendations sections at the end of this report.

Similarly. not all nUlrient data sets uncovered for the Harbor

area were utilized. Some of the available data sources for nutrients

which were not used include: J\JDEP. 1987; Uchrin and AhleTt. 1985;

Stromm. 1985: Killam and "ajarian. 1983; Ahlen et al .. ;979; Malone.

1977: O'Reilly et al .. 1976: Hunter et al. 1973; and Humer and Tuffe)'.

19i2

The general approach we adopted was to regress some measure

of oxygen (i.e. surface DO. boltom DO, mean summer, annual mInima

and/or deficit indices) against a suite of variables (salinity.

temperatUre. biochemical oxygen demand (BOD). suspended solids.

ammonia ("Hj). total Kje1dah1 nitrogen (TK"). nitrate (''OJ). nitrile

(,,02). ortho·phosphate (OP). 10lal phosphorus (TP) and organic

carbon(C». In some cases. the independent variables were measured

with sufficient frequency to permit direct comparisons with DO

values (e.g. weekly measurements examined over a summer period).

In other cases, measures of nutri.ents and/or carbon were sparse (i.e.

4·8 measures per summer) and we regressed mean summer values

for the independent variable versus seasonal averages for DO (e.g.

mean summer values examined over a multi-year period). Both

shan and long term control of hypoxia were consequently examined.

The specific details of analysis for each data source. together with the

results are described in the following sections. We emphasize that

the approach adopted here treats nutrients in a simplistic fashion
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(i.e. regression analysis) and IS nOI intended for use in calibrating

h~drodynamic models of the system. We view our. analyses as the·

first step in examining the problem and urge future researchers to

further CY31uale additional relevanl processes i.e. physical mixing.

sediment oxygen demand, gas exchange. BOD and nutrient inputs,

nitrification, photosynthesis. etc.

"YC-DEP- We began nur analysis with the data set from the :\YC-DEP

Harbor \lonitorinf. Program. Although bottom oxygen concentrations

(as v.ell 3!' temperature and BOD) ""ere consistently measured :!.~

tim::~ per month durin£ (he summer from 1968-1989. nutrients

(:\H;. :\0:-:\03. OP. TP) and organic carbon (TOC) were only measurej

l·~ times per summer at each station over the 1974·1988 period.

Consequently we regressed mean summer oxygen levels In botloIT:

wat~rs. annual minima and DO deficit indices versus the mean

summer \JJue's for the independent variables (temperature. BOD.

:\Hl' :\0:-:\03, OP. TP and TOC) over the 1974-1988 period. The ~;H;:

TOC and BOD data for the :\,'C-DEP monitoring stations are plotted in

appendices E, F and G.

Ori!,inally we developed multiple regreSSIon equations for

individual stations within the Harbor (see for example the "K" series

stations. Table 28) based on mean summer DO in bottom waters only.

Subsequently. multiple linear regression equations were developed
,

as estimators for mean boltom DO, annual minima and axygen deficit

indices for geographically associated stations within the Harbor Area

(Tables 29-31, K-series, N-series, E·series. H·series and J·series). As

indicated by the long term data series (see appendices, these groups

of stations generally showed- similar increasing and decreasing trends
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for oxygen, :':H3. TOC and BOD over time. The original regressions for

indi\"idual stations within similar geographic areas (i.e. E-series. H

series, J-series. K-series and :\'·series) also tended to incorporate the

same independent ,'ariables (see Table 18) again indicating lumping

was appropriate.

The data for the individual stations from the K-series (Table

28) indicate that over the 1974-1988 period 56 to 90% of the

variation in bottom dissolved oxygen can be explained as a function

of 1-4 variables (temperature. :\H,. TOC and :"0,+:"03)' In all cases

mean bolt om temperature o\'er the summer and ammonia had

significant relationships with bottom DO. while organic carbon and

nitr.:lte plus nitrite were occasionally significant (at stations K~ and

K5), :"either the BOD nor the concentration of phosphorus

demonslrated sig.nificant relationships with bottom DO levels in the

Arthur Kill or Kill Van Kull.

Similar results ~"ere found for individual stations located In

other subregions of the harbor (data not shown) with 14 to 949c of

the '"ari:nion in boltom oxygen explained as a function of the

independent variables. Again temperature and ammOnia were the

most useful estimators of DO. with nitrate plus nillite. phosphorus,

organic carbon and BOD occasionally (50%) also included in the

regressIOn. Phosphorus tended to be of importance p~imarily in the

upper Hudson and Harlem Rivers and Jamaica Bay. the lowest

percentage of variation «50%) was explained for stations JJ and J2 In

Jamaica Bay and stations 1\1 through N3B in the Hudson River.

The multiple regression coefficients for the various subregions

of the Harbor indicate that 57 ·690/c of the variation in mean summer
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bouom DO may be explained as a function of boltom tempe:ature.

~H3. ~O,+~OJ. TOC. OP and BOD (Table 29). Boltom lemperalure and
\

ammonia together explained a range of 42-63Ck of the variation in

DO. I\itr:3.te plus nitrite and lotal organic carbon were the next most

useful estimators for bottom DO. explaininf 7-11% of the \'3n3tlOn.

BOD was only of use in the East River where it explained a relatively

small percentage (2'k) of the variation in mean summer no levels in

bOltom waters.

Sirnil3r results were obla~ned for the multiple regrcsslOns of

summer minima DO in bottom waters versus summer means for the

environmental and anthropogenic factors (Table 30). A range of ~J

69Si: of t0l31 variation in DO minima values was explained in each

subre~ion over the 1974-1988 period. Temperature 3nd ammonla

were always negati\'ely related to DO minima signifying that borh

increasinf temperature and increasing ammonia concentrations are

of concern when oxygen depletion is considered. The data further

indicate thai in four (K-series. ~~series. H-series and J·series) of the

five subregions either phosphorus and/or lOla! organic carbon were

correlated with oxygen minima values. These variables and DO

minima values were also always nega.lively correlated signifying thaI

carbon and phosphorus play a role in decreasing DO levels.

For the analyses of oxygen deficit indices. the ~artial R2's agam

signify Ihe important roles of temperature, ammonia and carbon as

related to oxygen depletion 10 the various subregions of the Harbor

(Table 31). Overall. a range of 29 to 62% of the variation in oxygen

deficit indices could be explained as a function of the independent

variables.
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Based on all dependent variables which we examined. the

analyses of the :,\YC·DEP data consistently indicated that temperature

ammonia and carbon 3Te correlated with oxygen depletion in the

Harbor area with ;} secondary role played by nitrate plu'S nitrite.

phosphorus and/or BOD. It should be emphasized however that the

imponance of BOD oxidation in controlling oxygen levels. especially

within the mner harbor areas should not be downplayed (51. John.

per;. comm.).

\\'e were puzzled by the failure of the regression analyses to

selec! BOD as an important faclor related to DO levels in the Harbor

area. panicularly since 51. John (1990) concluded that for the East

River 70('"'( of the oxygen depression is caused by bacterial oxidation

of organic carbon inputS (BOD). He funher concluded that the East

River results were representative of the harbor in general. . A

correlation analysis of the independent variables included in our

multiple regression revealed thai ammonia and BOD were

significantly and positively correlated in all subregions of the Harbor

for the ~YC-DEP data series (Table 3:!). The lack of independence

between ammonia and BOD may partially explains our results. As

suggested by 51. John (pers. comm.) another reason why regression

analyses may not show any relationship between BOD and dissolved

oxygen could be related 10 the quality of the measured BOD

concentrations reponed in the data base'. First. the BOD data

represent whole water concentrations. The data therefore reflect

dissolved BOD and particulate BOD (algal biomass. detritus. etc.).

Secondly. the available BOD data are 5-da)' values mher than long

term values and therefore fail to reflect true ultimate carbonaceous
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oxygen demand. Third. man~ of the BOD data arc values les!" than

the 2 mf 1. 1 standard method requirement.

Based on results from experimental mesocosms we have

concluded that nUlrienl enrichment b) itself can lead to low oxygen

concentrations or anoxia during the summer and that the addition of

se" age by·product increases the likelihood of depleted DO at even

10\\ er nutrient 10Jdinf rates (Oviatt et aI., 1986,. b; Keller. 1988a. b;

Frithsen et al.. 1989/. The lack of a relationship between BOD and DO

in the abo\ e datJ sets su£,gesls thaI BOD may not be an acceptable

substitute fo:, direct measurement of organic carbon input ,·ja

sewage effluents. The BOD measurement incorporates not onl\" the

use of OX~ fen in bacterial decomposition of oq;anic matter but also

algJI respiration and baclerial oxidation of ammonia in the water

column (thus most likely accounting for the significanl correlation

between BOD and :\H, l. The composite nature of the BOD

measurement IOgether with its association with ammonia levels

indicates that a direct measure or organic matter is preferable when

attempting to determine the causal factors leading to depressed

oxygen levels. Alternatively. it has been suggested by 51. John (peTS.

comm.j that he believes if high quality dissolved BOD data or reactive

carbon data (ultimate carbonaceolJ~ oxygen demand) were available

and could be included in the regressions than the relationship

between carbon and oxygen would be further strengthened and the

relationship between oxygen and ammonia would be weakened.

Clearly the need for additional monitoring to produce such data is

indicated to clarify these concerns.
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.l..5J: - For the ISC monitoring statIons we regressed oxygen

concentrations (primarily surface values) versus temperature, ,
ammonia. nitrate plus nitrite and carbon for each major subregion of

the the Harbor ("Runs"). The stations included in each subregion are

identified in Table 3~. !\o seasonal averaging was necessary since

sufficien! data were available over the 1974·1986 period for direct

comparIsons between the oxygen concentrations and the

independent variables by subregions. Preliminary cah... lations

indicated a high degree of collinearit)' between nitrogen" and

phosphorus measurements. We therefore excluded phosphorus from

the final multiple regression analyses.

The results for various subregions of the Harbor indicate that

'+3· iivc of the variation in oxygen concentration may be explained.

primaril,' as a func!ion of temperature and ammonia (Table 33).

Carbon and nitrate plus nitrile were again. of secondary importance.

The enhanced importance of temperature over an annual cycle is

further indic3led. In all cases, increasing temperature. ammonia.

carbon and/or nitrate plus nitrite results in depressed oxy&en values

in the water column. Although the analyses of the ISC data strongly

indicate which factors are important in controlling decline in DO

concentrations, they do not specifically address the question of

hypoxia in bottom waters (since most measurements were surface

values). However, when taken with the preceding data analyses of

the KYC·DEP monitoring data they both confirm our prior conclusions

and extend the results to additional geographical subareas of the

Harbor (e.g. Kewark Bay, Rockaway Inlet).
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We' oe.\! de\'eloped a multiple regression equJtion for the

entire rq;ion which incorpor:lled chlorophyll a as- an independent

variable. in addition to those listed above (Table 34). Chlorophyll ll.

was not measured frequently enough 10 include in the regression for

the indl\ idual subrefions (i.e. reducing the data available per

subregion b~ >50G- j but was measured sufficiently (~=328) for the

entire repC'n combined.

The multiple regressioo for all data combined (Table 341

ind:c:!.!e~ th3t 5Jee of the overall \'ariation in DO was explained.

Chlor0~h~ 11 £ CQncentra(Joll \"35 positively related to DO

con('en:r:HiCln v.. hile temperan:re. ~Hj, ~O~.l.;\03 and carbon were

nep.li\'el> related. Th~se results aTe not unexpected since enhanced

chloroph>ll £. 3t Je3s1 in surface waters. is commonly associ:lIed with

higher phC'tos: nthetic leveb and greater production of oxy£en.

BOD. nUlrients. carbon and chlorophyll Q were infrequently

measured on the same da~ throughout the I?C sampling program

(:"=178l. Ho\\ev~r. because of BOD's potential importance 10

controlling. DO levels we repeated the multiple regression equation

for all areas combined after first including the available BOD data.

The resulls (Table 34) indicate that BOD played a minor role in

conuoJling DO levels (partial R2=O.03) and that BOD and DO were

positively related throughout the Harbor area. Since BOD is a

measure of the amount of oxygen removed via biochemiC".l1 demand

these anomalous results are difficult to interpret and suggest a

problem with the original measurements.

t'YC 208 - The ~YC 208 sampling programs was designed to

supplement the existing NYC-DEP Water qualit)' data base In terms of
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spatIal extent, the variety of waler quality parameters measured and

seasonal coverage. Data were collected at sixty-five stations in the

Harbor area under late summer-early fall conditions (September

October. 1975). winler conditions (l'ovember-December, 1976) and

summer condilions (Jul\'_ 1977). Each station was sampled

approximately three times over each three to four week survey

period. We selecled bOlh Ihe summer (Julv, 1977) and the late

summer (Seplember. 1975) dala sels to analyze for factors

controlling hypox,.. Independenl variables included in the analyses

versus bOltOm oxygen were bottom temperature, salinity. BOD.

suspended solids. ammonia. total Kjeldahl nitrogen. nitrate, nitrite.

onho-phosphale, and 10lal phosphorus. Data were compared directly'

with no averagmg required.

For the July 1977 data senes we developed multiple regresslOn

equations both for the entire area and for stations grouped by

subarea. For these analyses. the subregions of the Harbor were

grouped inlo seven series (Fig. 46) including the Hudson River to !'Y

Bighl transecI (H-series), the East River to Long Island Sound

transeCI (E-series), Ihe Kill Van Kull - Arthur Kill transect (K-series),

the Rarilan Bay stations (R-series)~ l'ewark Bay stations (N-series),

the Harlem River transect (HA -series) and the Rockaway Inlel

stations (B-series). The results (Table 36) demonSlrate thaI over a

shan-term (i.e. monthly) period of relatively constant temperature.

nitrogen (either as NH3 or TKN) is more important in controlling

oxygen depression than other variables measured. As expected.

temperature is now of secondary importance because of the slight

fluctuations over the sample period as opposed to the previously

•
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observed large scale annual or seasonal variations typical of these

temperate waters. Phosphorus. suspended solids. and sec chi disc

depth were also of secondary Importance in cont:"olling oxygen

concentrations in bottom waters. Once again. BOD was not selected as

a sifmficant faclOT related 10 oxygen concentrations. confirming the

importance of measuring carbon input via sewage effluents directly.

Results from four of the subregions examined (E'S?Ties, H

se:-ies. K-series. and R-series) indicated that 48-76C'Jc of the totJl

"ananon 1!1 bottom DO levels could be explained in July. Insuffi.:ient

observation (:\'<:20) were available for site-specific analyses in the

remalnlng 5ub2reas studied (HA-series. B-series. and :;\-series). The

regreSSIOn for all data combined however. did include these senes

and demonStrated that throughout the :\Y-:\1 harbor 45'7, of the

oven.ll \'ariation in boltom DO could be explained as a function of

~'H3, temperature. nitrite. suspended solids and secchi disc depth.

The result; for data collected in September (1975) are very

similar although a greater percentage of the overall variation (73'ic)

as well as the variation within each subarea C"5-91'7c) could be

explained (Table 37). Again, in the absence of large scale

fluctuations in temperature directly affecting oxygen saturation

levels, variations in NH3 were most important in controlliJ:lg bottom

oxygen concentrations. These results are particularly imronant
"

since they distinguish the roles of environmental and anthropogenic

factors in controlling DO levels in the Harbor area. When the

temperature component is removed. the multiple regreSSIon analyses

indicate the important role of KH3 in controlling DO levels.
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Regrettably. we were unable to directly assess the role of organic

maner input since appropriate measurements were unavailable.

Inner Harbor eso . The station locations for the tcn sites sampled·

during the Inner Harbor eso survey were previously described

(Table "._, Fig. 31). For the current analyses we utilized data from

June and July (1989) since nutrients were not measured at other

times. Only fi\"c nutrient measurements were made per st3tion over

the twO month period limiting the extent of analysis possible.

Consequently we regressed botlO~ dissolved oxygen at all stations

combined (stations 1·10) versus bottom temperature. salinity.. BOD.

chloroph,lI i. ~H3, ~O" + ~03, TK-';, total phosphorus (TP), secchi .disc

depth and suspended solids. The results indicated that 61 '70 of the·

variance in bottom DO could be explained as a function of

temperature. ammonia. total phosphorus and salinit)' (Table 38).

Oxygen levels decreased with increasing temperature. ammonia and

phosphorus concentration. and with decreasing salinity. The .results

from the Inner Harbor study indicate the importance of temperature.

during a two-month summer period when temperature was

increasing rapidly and confirm the influence of ammonia

concentrations on dissolved oxygen levels.

Easl River eso - For the East River CSO project (Fig, 34) we utilized

data collected throughout the summer (June - September) in 1989.

We selected all weekly survey and beach sampling slalions with

concomitant measurements of DO and nutrients within this time

period (Stations 1. 4, 6, 8, 9, 14, 20, 24. 36). Since only four to fifteen

measurements were available per station we analyzed the data USIng

all stations combined. Bottom dissolved oxygen levels were
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regressed againsl bottom temperature. salinity. filtered BOD. ~H3.

TK-'. -'02 - -'03 and TP. The results indicated that 72% of the

\ ari3tion In bottom DO wa~ explained as 3 function of temperature.

salinil;-. ammonia. total phosphorus and nitrate plus nitrite (Table

39). Over the summer period nutrient concentrations played a major

role In ceoualling baltom oxygen in the East River with temperature

playtnf a secondar~ role. These results suggest that in some

instances the anthropogenic input of nutrients overrides the effects

of \'ariations in temperature even during 3 period of large scale

chan£~ in 0.\: gen saturation levels.

faClors CQnlr01ljn~ Qxy~en DepleliQn - Summa[\' . Several

generalization are suggested by the analyses of factors controlling

oxygen concentrations in the SY·\'J Harbor area. Over both Ihe 10!1f·

term (i.e. many years) and the shon·term periods (Le. weeks to

months). temperalur~. ammonia and organic carbon emerged as the

dominanl factors related to boltom DO. These results were consistent

regardless of whelher individual stations or groups of geographically

related stations were examined. Furthermore. the variables selected

as significant in controlling the observed variation in oxygen

concentrations persisted in importance whether data were compared

directly or were seasonally averaged.

In virtually all data sets examined. inverse relationships were

observed between temperature, nutrients and carbon versus oxygen

levels. Dissolved inorganic ammonia was moSl frequently the

important nutrient correlated with DO throughout the high salinity •

regions of the harbor. However in less saline portions of the study

area (e.g. Hudson River, Harlem River) phosphorus was selected as an
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Important parameter correlated with the observed oxygen levels.

\\'ith the exception of this switch. the factors related to oxygen

concenlration remained the same in all subregions of the harbor.

OUT analysis further indicated the importance of acquiring high

quality BOD data for use in regression analyses. Historically, DO

concentrations ha\"e been impacted in some areas by oxidizable

dissohed organic carbon or dissolved BOD (St. John. pen. comm).

Consistent measurements of both carbon (reactive and "refractory)

and nutrients aTe required 10 separate the relative importance of

these (:leIOrS in leading 1O depressed oxygen levels. Direct removal

of Waste loadings of organic material may not be sufficient to control

hypoxic conditions given the ability of phytoplankton to rapidly

convert nutrients to organic matter. The newly produced organic

material subsequently uses oxygen both directly via phytoplankton

respiralion and indirectly via decomposition.

FinJlly. the unexplained variation in oxygen levels can be

accounted for by a variety of factors not included in the regression

analysis. Other potentially important factors that require further

investigation include variation in river discharge rates, variation in

wind speed and period of occurrence, .the frequency of storms, the

geomorphology of individual sub-basins. variation in benthic biomass

and its accompanying variation in respiratory demand, the effect of

pollutant input in adjacent water ways (i.e. boundary conditions) and

other physical oceanographic processes.
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H:pOlhese.~

Based on OUT anal) se, hypoxia contlnue~ to be a problem In

the :\Y <:'\J Harbor area. with some regions showing long-term

improvement while others continue to show decline. Parker et al.

(1986) su£gested a leolathe explanation for the observed shifts and

Irends in DO !tHis within the East River and Long Island Sound.

Their e.xpl3n;Hion rna)' also be directly applicable within the ;\Y·~-J

Harbor 3S \\ell. They noted that although improved waSte\\3ter

treatmer.t facilities have resulted in significant reductions of .

disch3r£ed sl.:spended organic material (with an accompanyin£

reduC'llon in BOD) there has been very little change in the quantity c f

anthropogenic nutrients released into the surroundin~ waters. In lh~

more turbid. restricted waterways of the harbor area (i.e. Harlem

River, East River and the Kills). nutrient utilization by phytoplanktOn

may be dela~ed because Clf insufficient light 3vailability. ~utrier.t

effects may therefore be translocated downstream into the more

open, less turbid regions of the harbor. Within these regions

phytoplankton photoassiri1ilate the dissolved nutrients and convert

them into organic matter with subsequent utilization of oxygen na

respiration and ultimately decomposition. The removal of organic

material by wastewater treatment has perhaps further resulted in a

higher fraction of the lOla I nuuient input now being ava11able In

dissolved versus panicu!ate form. Rather than settling 10 the bottom

with deposition of particulate matter, dissoJved nutrients are more

likely to be retained in the water column and transported

dO\.l,-'nstream to other regions _of the harbor. Consequently. improved
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oxygen conditions in the immediate vicinity of treatment plants may

be gained at the expense of spatially extending eutrophic conditions

(0 the cleaner, outer regions of the harbor. Again we emphasize the

success of secondary treatment in improving severely depleted

oxygen conditions within portions of the Harbor area and note that

the actual cause of declining conditions elsewhere in the outer

Harbor may be 'he result of o'her influences (e.g. shifting population

patterns and changes in non-point pollution). CSO abatement will

undoubtedly lead to continued improvements In water quality.

ho\\ e\ er tertiary treatment could prove essential to reduce the

downstream flow of nutrient~. Given the added expense of teniary

treatmen!. enhanced monitoring of BOD. nutrients, poe and DOC

should be combined with experimental work in mesocosms and

model development. to test the nutrient hypothesis and perhaps

suggest steps necessary to further improve oxygen levels.

Regretlably several of the important pr.ocesses required to test

the above hypothesis remain undefined. Very few studies of

phytoplankton production have been conducted in the harbor area In

recent years. Early work by Malone (1977) and O'Reilly et a!. (1976)

confirmed the importance of light limitation in controHing

photosynthesis at selected stations In the upper and lower New York

Bay. In addition to determining the current factors c.onuoHing

primary production within all subregions of the harbor, the

relationship between enhanced phytoplankton productivity and

subpycnocline hypoxia needs to be carefully documented within the

harbor as a whole. As previously no,ed, to fully resolve the faclors

controlling hypoxia within the harbor will require the development
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of , process oriented C·~·O cycling model. Such a model IS heyond

the scope of this reporl and must be supported by more

comprehensive and complete data than currently available.

Recommendations

\

I. To delermin~ whetheT depressed oxygen levels are direC'tl~

produ.:ed by organic loading and/or indirectly through inorfanic

nutrient input we recommend that several additional variables b~

routinel~ monitOred together ',vith oxygen. temperature and salin;(~.

In panicular we feel that particulate and dissolved organic carbon.

nitrogen. and phosphorus should be measured. together with

Inorganic nutrients (ammonium. nitrate. nitrite. phosphate and

silicate). ~leasuremenlS of chlorophyll II and euphotic depth should

also be routinely monitored on the same frequency as the oxygen

measurements. :"v1easuremenl of BOD was of 1ittle use In assessin£

the faClors controlling hypoxia and the lechnique should be upgraded

to produce high quality data (i.e. long. lerm paniculale and dissolved

BOD data or reactive organic carbon data).

2. We recommend a survey of phytoplankton production be

conducted throughout the harbor region to provide input for a C·N·O

cycling model and to updale our undemanding of the faclors

controlling primary productivity throughout the varied subregions of

the harbor.
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3. \\"e recommend that the seasonal coverage undertaken by

the various monilOring: programs be sufficiently extended to defint:

the decline of DO in the spring and the increase during the fall

overturn. \Ve recognize that the annual variability within this cycle

requIres that the sample dates be adjusted year-to-year but feel

strongly Ihat the full magnitude of the problem cannot be addressed

without adequate se3.sonal measurements. We further recommend

that measurements be made weekiy throughout the sampling period

for all variables measured.

4. We recommend thaI the long-term l\YC-DEP monitorcng data

from the early 1900's through 1967 be made available in

computerized format.

5. \\'e strongly urge the creation of a fulJy documented

computerized data base for the :"Y-:"J Harbor. Long Island Sound and

~'Y -Bight systems. Such a data base should contain information on

oxygen. temperature. salinity. organic carbon., nitrogen and

phosphorus. dissolved inorganic nutrients. chlorophyll Jl, and photic

dept h.

6, We recommend a thorough review of the published

literature on water quality. oceanography and management of the

harbor be undertaken. Such a review might produce additional

information relevant to understanding the anthropogenic and

especially the physical factors controlling hypoxia in the harbor (T.

Brosnan. pers. comm.).

7. v;e recommend that station locations always be reported 10

terms of latitude and longitude. that water depth and depth of

sampling be recorded and that near bOltom oxygen levels always be
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measured, If possible the entire water column should periodically be

sampled.

8. \\'e recommend that special 2~ hr studies be undertaken to

sepam. the effects of lides and the light-dark diurnal cycles on

o.,:ygen concentration, Several of the recent eso data sets suggested

large variations in oxygen levels o"er the shon-term. Factors

conlTollin£ thl!' variation should be deciphered particularly during

the SUTnr:1cr period of low oxygen.

<;I, We recommend careful documentation of measurement

techniques for all parameters measured and standardization of

metho~) amo:1g monlloring programs.

10. \\'e recommend thaI prolonged or severe hypoxic events

uncovered through routine monitoring be utilized 10 examine [he

underlying processes controlling depressed oxygen levels. Enhanced

spatial and temporal sampling should be undertaken throughout

such episodes. Mesocosm experiments may also prove useful for

testing hypotheses suggested through field research and 10 establish

relationships and causation.

I I. As suggested by T. Brosnan (pers. comm.), we recommend

a major research effor! to investigate the role of physical facroTs (i.e.

solar radiation, cloud cover, precipitation, wind direction, intensity

and duration, river flow and relative water body elevations. depth

and intensity of stratification (Sigma-T), sediment oxygen demand,

and currents and tide) on dissolved oxygen levels in the Harbor area,

The NYC-DEP has uncovered a link between depressed surface DO

and cloud cover (over lidal cycles) and precipitation while HydroQual

attributed the 1987 anoxic episodes in Long Island Sound 10 heavy
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spnng rains which altered water elevations and resulted in reversed

net flow of the East RiveT into LIS (T. BTosnan, peTs. comm.). A mOTe

thorough evaluation of these physical components is necessary

befoTe an understanding of the faclors controlling hypoxia is

achieved.

12. Gh'en the expense of implementing the above suggestions

we recommend thai a team of scientific and technical advisors be

established. The primary concern of such a group shou"-=: initially be

to promote coordination and consistenc)' among the existing region

wide environmental monitoring programs and secondly to determine

the priorities for future research.
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Table 1. ~1ean summer oxygen concentrations (Mean), coefficients of
variation (CS.). regional minima (Min.) and number of observations (N) for
bottom waters of variou5 subregions in the NY -KJ Harbor during \976.

,1

I

I

I

Subregion
Stations .\1ean

(mg \·1)
C.V.
(%)

Min .
(mg \-1)

Lower East Ri VeT EI-E~ 2.29 24.\ 1.2 49

Cpper East River
and \\:estern :\"arrows E5·El0 3.92 31.2 1.6 78

Harlem River H l-H5 2.47 52.7 0.4 \25

Arthur Kill.· I
Kill Van Kull
and Raritan Ba~ KI-K5A 3.13 46.6 0.3 72

IHudson River Kl-:-;4 2.68 34.8 1.5 72

Upper !\ew York Bay !\5-:-;8 3.73 31.0 1.5 84
I

Lower ~ew York Bay !'\9-~ 16. K6 5.62 23.6 2.6 48

IJamaica Bay J \-17 5.48 31.3 1.0 60

I

I

•

I

I

I



Table 2. Linear regression analyses or mean summer dissolved oJty~cn in hollom wafers (mg I-I),
annual minima bollom DO (mg I-I) and lhe ;Irca hclow Ihe 5 rng I I dissolved oxygen level. 1\ IJ5 (10).: d
101 ) versus year over the 196R-19R9 period for lhe NYC·I)EP E-scrics monitoring SIJliolls.

Stalion N
Mean

m(±SE) R2 p
fy1inilll;l

1lI{J:SE) R."' P
All:!

IIIUSE) \{2 p

EI 22 0.08 (0.02) 0.53 0.0001 0.06 (0.0 I) O..16 O.O(1l ·6.13(1.6) O.4~ O.OOOR

E2 22 0.08 (0.02) 0.47 0.0004 0.0(, (0.02) o. :! I) (UHI') ·6.36(I.~l 0.16 0.000.1

E3 22 0.07 (0.02) 0.47 O.OOO~ 0.06 (O.O2l 0.28 0.0 I 5.84 (1.7) 0.17 0.003

E4 22 0.07 (0.02) 0.41 0.0009 0.05 «(1.01) 0.40 0.001 -5.79(1.6) 0.39 0.002

E5 22 0.03 (0.02) 0.12 NoS. 0.03 «(UII) O. 14 O.OR -1.76(1H) 0.05 N.S.

E6 22 0.05 (0.02) 0.26 0.01 (1.02 (lU)2) 0.05 N.S. -3.R5 (1.6) 0.25 0.02 w
~

E7 22 0.04 (0.02) 0.20 0.04 0.007(0.02) 0.0 I N.S. 2.19(1.5) 0.10 N.S.

ER 22 0.006(0.02) n.u I N.S. -0.02 (IUI~) 0.0.\ N.S. 0.4~(1.4) (I.{II N.S.

E9 22 -0.04 (0.02) 0.12 N.S. ·O.OR (11.0.1) II. I') 0.04 .1.R.1 (1.5) 0.2.1 0.02

1010 22 -0.04 (0.02) (I. 1R 0.05 ·1I.0R (11.0.1) 0.21 0.0.\ 2. Mil I. 4 I (l.I.1 O.OR

.'

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
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Table 3. Analyses of covariance using mean summer boltom dissolved
oxve:en. annual minima baltom DO and the AB5 index as dependenl
\ ari:!bles and slation and year as predictors for the :\YC~DEP E·series
stations (E1·£.J) which displJ~ed significant positive lemporal trends l !T

the period 1968·1989.

Source SS MS F p

\leJn R:=0.51

\1odel J :! 2. I 2 5.53 21.33 0.0001
Error 83 ~ I .5:: 0.26
Station - 2.65 0.88 3.40 0.02,

YeaT 19.~ i 19.47 75.13 0.0001

.\llnima R:=(I.33

\!odel J 12.9(1 3.:: ~ 10.33 0.0001
Error 83 ::5.92 0.31
Slalion

,
0.76 o ,- 0.81 O.~9.' ._~

Year I :: . I ~ 12. ]J 38.87 0.0001

AB:, R'·O .,- - .... .)

\!odel . 15J817.! 3870J.3 15.7 0.0001-
Error 83 20~55.:: 2464.5
Sialion 3 25991.3 8663.8 3.82 0.02
Year I 128825.7 128825.7 52.27 0.0001
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T:..Ible 4, Analyses of cO\'3riance uSing mean summer ball am dissohr.d
o:\y£.en. annual mmimJ bouom DO and the ABS index. 3S dependent
variables and sl3tion and year as predictors for the ~-YC-DEP E·seri~s

stations (E9-EI0~ which dispb~ed significant nef3ti\'e temporal trends
ol'er the period 1968-1989.

Source 55 .\15 F p

\leJ:l R:={I, j";

.\lodd
, 3.1 J I. 5 ~ 3 ..10 00.1

E r r0r • 1S 9: O.J6- ,
SlJ!iOn lU! , 008 0.17 0.69
Y;::.r

,
(I, ' 0- 6.6.1 0.01.' .~ • J

\~'!"Ii 'n:, R: ::;,(1 : 1

.\1 1.1dc'l
,

1 I .~ b 5 78 5,30 0009
Er rl."'r " I J";, 6~ 1.09
51 :J.ii0n I V.15 0.15 O. I .I 0.71
Ye:IT 1 1 1,";( \ 1 I .JU 10.46 0.00:

\lodd
Error
Slatioll
Ye:J.r

J 1
18.1598
7lJI74,l

9.1.6
18365.:

9::9.9
I 93 I . 1

9.1.6
18365:

4.78

0.05
9.51

0.01

0.83
0003



Table 5. Linear regression analyses of mean summer dissolved oxygen in hntlom w;tfers (mg 1. 1).
annual minima botlom DO (mg I-I) .lI1d the .Ire.. hclow Ihe .') mg I I dissolved oxy~en level, An::; (lI1g-tl
1. 1) versus ycar ovcr the 196K-19R9 period (or lhc NYC-DEP II-series moniloring Sl:llions.

Slalinn N
Mean

m(±SE) R2 I'
.Minima

m(.!.SE) I{i I'
AII5

1ll(±SE) R2 I'

III 22 0.03(0.02) 0.11 N.S. 0.06(0.03 ) 0.20 O. O~ -3.93(2.3) 0.12 N.S.

112 22 0.04(0.02) 0.15 0.07 (I.OR(O.03 ) 0.2(, (1,(11 ·~.13(2.~) 0.13 N.S.

113 22 0.05(0.02) O. \6 0.06 0.U6(O.02) o.n 0.02 -~.60(2.4) 0.15 0.07

114 22 0.07(0.02) 0.36 0.003 O.OR(0.02) 0.36 0.003 -7.26(2.2) 0.34 0.004

115 22 0.f17(0.01) 0.40 0.00 I 0.07(0.02 ) OAC) 0.0003 ·7.26( I.R) 0.~4 0.007
,.
w

,"
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Table 6. Analyses of covariance using mean summer bottom dis5.:>lved
oxygen. annual minima boltom oxygen. and the AB5 index as dependent
variables and station and year as predictors for the KYC-DEP H-series .
sTations (H2·H..l) which displayed significant positive temporal trends ~,\'er

the period 1968-1989.

Source 55 M5 F P

Mean R~:::O.~6

Model 4 30.:'8 7.75 17.40 0.0001
Error 83 36.95 0.45
Station 3 I 8.37 6.12 13.76 0.0001
Year 12.61 12.61 28.33 O~OOO1

Minima R~=O.3::

Model 4 "0 ,- 5.07 9.89 0.0001_ • _ f

Error 83 ..l:: .5~ 0.51
Station 3 1.39 0.46 0.90 0.44
Year 1 18.88 18.88 36.83 0.0001

A.Il..5. R'=0.J3

Model , 281708.4 70427.1 15.94 0.0001•
Error 83 366785.9 4419.1
Station 3 161709.5 53903.2 12.20 0.0001
Year I 119998.6 119998.6 27.15 0.0001



Table 7. Linear regression analyses or mC;1Il Slimmer dissolved o~ygcn in hOllom waters (mg 1-1),
annual minima bouom DO (mg I-I) and lhe area helow lhe 5 rng I t dissolved oxygen level, ABS (mg-d
1. 1) versus year over the 196R-19X9 perioll ror the NYC-DEI' J series monitoring ·stations.

SI.I;on N
Mean

m(±SE) 1{2 I'
Minima

1I1(1.SI:) I{I. I'
LW2

1I1(.tSI:) 1{2 I'

J I 22 -0.002(0.01) 0.01 N.S. -0.01 (IUI2) 0.0 I N.S. 0.09(0.10) 0.04 N.S.

J2 22 0.0 I (0.02) 0.02 N.S. 0.02 (11.04) (1.111 N.S. -0.10(0.40) 0.00 N.S.

J3 22 0.01 (0.02) 0.01 N.S. -0.02 (1l.02) (1,(11 N.S. 0.67(0.29) 0.20 0.03

J5 22 -0.0 I (0.02) 0.01 N.S. -0.05 (11.03) 0.15 0.07 0.95(0.39) 0.23 11.02

J7 22 0.00 (0.02) 0.00 N.S. -0.02 (IUI4) 0.0 I N.S. 1.31(1.74) 0.03 N.S.
~-

•



Tahle R. Linear regression analyses of mean slimmer di,c;solvcd (lltY1!cn ill hOllom waters (lOg 1-1).
annual minima bonom DO (lOg I-I) and Ihe :Irca hclnw lhe 5 mg I I dissolvt.'d oxygen level, Afl5 (1111; d
101 ) versus year over the 196R~19R9 paintl for lhe NYC DEP K-sl'ries Illolliloring slaliolls.

Station N
M.un

m(±SE) R2 I' lll( ',SF,)
.M..i1ti!1I:!
R'~ I'

t"l~
m( ,:SE) I{.I I'

KI 22 0.09(0.02) 0.62 0.0001 O.II(O.O~) 0.)(' 0.000 I ·(,.7 (I.~) 0.61 0.0001

K2 22 0.09(0.02) 0.49 0.0003 OIl (0.02) n.) I 0.0002 ·7.3 (2.2) 0.36 0.003

K3 22 0.16(0.02) 0.68 O. ()(IO I 11.16(0.02) O. (, 7 11.1100 I ·13.'1 (2.6) 0.5'1 n.OOIlI

K4 22 0.15(0.02) 0.68 ,U)OO I 0.12(11.112) II.) 8 0.0001 ·I~.I (Itl) 11.66 0.0001

K5 22 0.04(0.02) 0.20 0.03 O.0.~(O.O3) O. I 3 O. 10 ·2.6 (1.4) O.IS 0.07

K5A 22 0.04(0.02) 0.27 (l.0 I 0.03(0.0.1 ) O.O? NS. ·2.0 (1.2) 0.13 O. I0 'n
,~

K6 22 0.03(0.03) 0.07 N.S. 0.n4(0.o3 ) O.O? N.S. ·0.6 (0.4) 11.11 N.S.

.'
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Table 9. Analyses of covariance using mean summer bottom dissolved
oxygen. annual minima bottom DO and the AB5 index as dependent
variables and station and year as predictors for the NYC-DEP K-series
stations (KI·K5A) which displayed significant positive temporal uen,'
over the period 1968·1989.

A.Il..5. R2:0.74

Model 1 1 992394.9 90217.7 30.69 0.0001
Error 120 352777.6 2939.9
Station 5 593915.5 118783.1 40.40 0.0001
Year 1 294923.3 294923.3 100.31 0.0001
Year x Station 5 103555.9 20711.2 7.04 0.0001

Mean R2:0 77

Model 1 J 140.23 12.75 37.10 0.0001
Error 120 41.23 0.34
Station 5 83.7 1 16.74 48.73 0.0001
Year 1 46.93 46.93 136.60 (-.0001
Year x Station 5 9.58 1. 92 5.58 0,0001

Minima R2:0.6c

Model 1 I 109.20 9.93 17.73 0.0001
Error 120 67.20 0.56
Station 5 48.69 9.74 17.39 0.0001
Year 1 50.74 50.74 90.60 0.0001
Year x Station 5 9.77 1.95 3.49 0.006

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

pFM555CFSource



Table 10. Linear regression analyses or mean su~mcr dissolved oxygen in bOllom walers (mg 1-1).
annual minima bollom DO (mg 1. 1) and Ihe area helow the 5 mg 1-1 dissolved o'ygen level, AIl5 (mg-d
I-I) versus year over Ihe 1968~19K9 rcriod for Ihe NYC-OEP N-scrics monitoring slations.

Station N
Mean

m(±SE) R2 r mWW)
Minima

f{ Z I'
AIl5

m(±SE) f{Z r

NI 22 0.00(0.03) 0.00 N.S. 0.04(0.03 ) O. I0 N.S. .1.4(2.1) 0.02 N.S.

N2 22 0.02(0.03) 0.02 N.S. 0.05(0.02) O. I 9 0.04 ·2.5(2.1) 0.07 N.S.

N3 22 0.03(0.03) 0.08 N.S. 0.05(0.02) 0.20 0.04 ·3.3(2.3) 0.10 N.S.

N3A 22 0.05(0.02) 0.21 0.03 0.05(0.02) O. I 8 0.05 -5.4(2.1) 0.26 0.02

N3B 22 0.04(0.03) 0.10 N.S. 0.05(0.03) 0.14 O.OR ·3.R(2.2) O. 1.1 N.S.

N4 22 0.06(0.03) 0.28 0.01 0.06(0.02) 0.22 0:02 -5.3(1.9) 0.27 ILOI '0

"
N5 22 0.08(0.02) 0.46 0.0005 0.06(0.02) 0.24 0.01 -6.5(1.6) (1.4 '\ O.OOOR

N6 22 0.12(0.02) 0.62 0.000 I 0.14(0.02) 0.67 (i.oool -R2(1.51 0.5R 0.000 I

N7 22 0.10(0.02) 0.68 0.000 I 0.14(0.02 ) 0.56 0.000 I -6.7(1.0) 0.69 0.000 I

N8 22 0.07(0.01 ) 0.52 0.000 I 0.12(0.02) 0.60 0.000 I ·2.7 (O.R) (UR 0.002

N9 22 0.01(0.01 ) 0.06 N.S. 0.03(0.02) (LOR N.S. ·0.03(0.1 ) 0.0 I N.S.

N9A 22 0.00(0.01 ) 0.00 N.S. ·0.04(0.02 ) O. I 1 N.S. 0.12(0.1) 0.07 N.S.

NI6 22 ·0.01(0.01) 0.03 N.S. ·0.11.1(0.(1.1 ) 0.0,] NoS. 0.13(0.1) O. I4 O.OR

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
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Table 11. Analyses of covariance using mean summer boltom dissolved
oxygen. annual minima bOll om DO and the AB5 index as dependenl
variables and station and year as predictors for the NYC·DEP :K·series
5talions (l\3A. 1\4-)\8) which displayed significant positive temporal trends
over the period 1968-1989.

t&.l R2:0.66

Model 1 I 494957.2 44996.1 20.77 0.0001
Error 120 260013.9 2166.8
Stalion 5 300981.9 /10196.3 27.78 0.000 I
Year 1 178678.9 178678.9 82.46 0.000 I
Year x Station 5 15296.3 3059.3 1.41 0.22

91.43 8.31 24.15 0.0001
4 I. 3 1 0.34
53.81 10.76 31.26 0.0001
34.82 34.82 101.15 0.0001

2.80 0.56 1.63 0.16

87.61 7.96 15.43 O.OOG 1
61. 95 0.52
29.55 5.91 11.45 0.0001
48.87 48.87 94.66 0.0001

9.19 1.84 3.59 0.005

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

.1

pFMSSS

Mean R2:0.69

Minjma R2:0.59

Source

Model I 1
Error 120
Station 5
Year I
Year x Stalion 5

Model I 1
Error 120
Station 5

.Year 1
Year x Station 5



Tahle 12, Linear regression analyses of mean slimmer dissolvl"d oxygen in boltorn walers (lOg I-I).
annual DO minima in hollom w;lIer. (m~ 1,1) and lhe art~a hclow rhe 5 mg I 1 dissolved oxygen level.
AD:') (mg-d .0 1) versus year for NYC·DI:P flwlliltHing ~Iali(lll'" ,,'ilh si~niricalll (P<O.l(l) pnsirivc trends
from 1979 10 19R9.

Mean Minima AII;!
SI:lIion N rn(±SE) Rl I' III ( lSI') I' , I' "'(.tSE) Rl p

"
---------_.

III I I 0.10 (0.05) 0, 1.1 0,07 ·7,'IR(2.R) O.4R 0,02

114 1 I 0.06(0.02) 0.39 0.04 0.07 «(1.02) 0.·1 I 0.0.1 .11,10(3.1) 0.5 R 0.006

115 - 11.06 (lI.n.l) II.:W (I.IIK -6.95(2.3 ) n.511 0.01

KI I I 0.04(0.02) 0.30 O.OR O. 10 (0.04) 11 ..1'1 0,0,1 -4.44(I.K) 1l.4 0 0.04

K2 I I 0.14(0.05 ) 0.47 0.02 0.21 (O.O?) 0.45 0.02 -16.43(6.K) 0.40 (1.(14 '0
~

K3 J I 0.16(0.07) 0.36 0.05 0.19 «(1.07) 0.47 0,02 .2(1,21(9 ..1) O..H 0.06

K4 I I - 0,16 (0,07) 0,3'1 (1.11,1 .llI,K,lI5 ..\ ) lUI lI,07

N6 I I 0.10(0.04 ) O.H 0.0.1 (1.21 (0.05) O. (,K 0,002 -K.1.1(3.2) 0,42 (1.(1,1

N7 I I O.IRI0.(6) 0.5.1 (1.(11 -4,9'1(I.K) 0.47 0,02

NR I I .,'11(1.5) lI.2R II.() I)

."



Table 13. Linear regression analyses or mean summer dissolvctl oltygcn in hullorn waters (mg I-I).
annual DO minima in bOllom walcT. (mJ! 1-1) and lhe arc", hclow rhe 5 I1Ig I-I dissolved o'lygcn level,
AIl5 (mg-d 1-1) versus year ror NYC·DFP nlOlliloring sialiuns wilh si~niricanl (P<U.IO) nC!~alivc trcfHls
from 1979 10 1989.

Slation N
Mean

m(±SE) R2 I'
_M i ~Ij 111.!

11I(.!-SE) 1{2 I' 111(:!.SE)
llllJ.

i{2 I'

1'7 1 I - ·0.13 (0.06) 0.32 0.07

E8 I 1 -0.09(0.04) 0.35 0.06 ·0.17 (0.07) 0 . .17 0.05

E9 I I ·0.17(0.05) 0.52 0.0 I ·0.21 (O.OH) OA5 0.02 12.29(3.H) (1.54 0.0 I

EIO 1 I ·0.12(0.05) 0.33 (1.06 ·0.1 'J (O.O,)) 0.3 I IUl7
~. ,

J I 1 1 - ·0 12 (0.05) 0.37 0.05 0.42(0.2) 0.28 0.0')

12 I I ·0.09(0.04) 0.3 I 0.07 1.32(0.6) 0.35 0.05

JJ 11 ·0.11(0.05) 0.30 O.OH ·0.14 (0.06) 0.36 0.05 2.48(0.8) 0.48 0.02

J5 I I -0.13(0.06) 0.35 0.05 -0.20 (0.0') 0.35 (Ul5

17 1 1 -0.23(0.04 ) 0.73 0.0008 ·0.24 (0.10) 0.36 0.05 12.86(2.9) 0.67 11.001

K5A I I -0.18(0.03) 0.38 0.04 ·0.14 (007) O. .11 (Ul7 4.90(2.2) 0.35 0.05

N9A 1 I ·0.06(0.03) 0.25 O. 10

N16 I I -0.06(0.03) 0.20 O. 10 ·0.16 (0.08) 0.24 0.10 0.51 (0.2) 0.27 O. 10



,.
Table 1':. Linear regressIon anal~ scs of mean summer dissolved or.ygen in surfa;.e
walCH. (m~ J'!) versus year O\l:r the: 197~-1987 period for tbe ISC monitoring
stallons

Sialion M (::SE) p

HROI 14 0.19 (0.05) 0.50 0.005

UH03 13 0.18 (0.071 0.37 0.04
\JHII 1.: 0.;7 (0.051 0.83 0.0001

LBOI 1~ 0.14 (0.08, 0.23 0.10
LBO:! 1, 0.1410.07) 0.33 .O.OS
LB03 1; 0.1, (0.081 0.15 I'.S.
LB04 1: 029 rO.05) O.7~ 0.000 I

KB03 I, 0.35 (0.11) 0.52 0.008
~BOS 9 0.,6 (0.10, 0.48 0.04
l\B 12 I, 0.23 (0.07) 0.51 O.OOS

AK03 1; 0.:7 10.06) 0.79 0.0001 .
AKOi 1; 0.;. (0.061 0.79 0.0001
AK13 I; 0.1910.04, 0.6: 0.001
AKI' 1: 0.18 (0.04) 0.64 0.00r9

J80: 8 0.04 (0.09) 0.04 ~.S.

lBO; 1' 0.13 (0.09, 0.18 ~.S.

lB05 10 023(0.101 0.38 0.06
J807 1: 0.21 (0.12) 0.:: 0.10

HAOI 7 0.18 (0.08, O.S: 0.06
HAD: I I 0.31 (0.07) 0.71 0.001

EROI 7 0.35 (0.081 0.81 0.006
ERe1 I, 0.18 (0.05) 0.59 0.004
ER03 I, 0.16 (0.05) 0.49 0.01
ER04 7 0.27 (0.10) 0.61 0.04
ER09 12 0.24 (0.08) 0.47 0.01

LI24 12 0.19(0.11) 0.21 N.S.
LI25 12 0.04 (0.13) 0.01 N.S.
LI26 12 0.08 (0.07) 0.13 N.S.
LI32 12 ·0.09 (0.14) 0.04 N.S.
LI33 12 ·0.02 (0.11) 0.002 N.S.
L134 12 0.07 (0.13) 0.03 N.S.

RIOI 8 0.10 (0.14) 0.08 N.S.
RIO:! 13 0.17 (0.11) 0.18 N.S.
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Table 15. Unear regression anal) ses of mean summer dissolved OX)'gco in surface
waters (mg J.l) versus year over the -1974·1981 period for !.he ISC monitoring
stations.

Stalion(Year) M (:SE) p

HR01(1974·(983) (0 0.21 (0.10) 0.32 0.08

UH03(l974·1983, 10 0.28 (0.10) O.~ I 0.02
UHII 10 0.31 (0.06) 0.7~ 0.001

LB01l1974·1983) 10 0.10 (0.08) 0.16 KS.
LB02 10 O.I~ (0.10) 0.23 KS.
LB03 10 0.27 (0.10) 0.4~ 0.Q3
LB04 JO 0.27 (0.09) O.~~ 0.01

l\' B03( 19i~· 1981) 8 0.26 <0.23) 0.18 1'.5.
I'BO~ 9 0.26 (0.10) 0.48 0.04
I\'B I:! 9 0.,1 <0.09) 0.42 0.06

AK03(19;4·1983J 10 0.3~ (0.09) 0.6~ O.OO~

AK07 10 0.29 (0.06) 0.74 0.001
AKI3 10 0.14 (0.07) 0.31 0.09
AKI8 10 0.17 (0.06) O.~I 0-02

lB020974·198 J) 8 0.04 (0.09) 0.Q3 1'.5.
lB03 8 0.03 <0.11) 0.01 1'.5.
JB05 6 0.37 (0.05) 0.94 0.001
lB07 8 0.15 (0.09) 0.34 1'.5.

HAOI(19i5·1983) 7 0.18 (0.08) 0.~2 0.07
HAOl 9 0.35 (0.09) 0.67 0.07

EROI0975·1981) 7 0.3~ (0.08) 0.81 0.006
EROl 7 0.31 (0.14) O.~O 0-07
ER03 7 0.28 (0.12) 0.~2 0.07
ERO' 7 0.27 (0.10) 0.61 0.04
ER09 7 0.3l (0.12) 0.~8 O.O~

Lll4( 1974·1983) 7 ·0.Q3 (0.20) 0.01 N.S.
Ll2~ 7 ·0.17 (0.17) 0.1~ N.S.
LI26 7 ·0.09 (0.09) 0.16 N.S.
Ll3l 7 ·0.27 (0.15) 0.39 N.S.
Ll33 7 ·0.35 (0.23) 0.31 N.S.
LB4 7 ·0.13 (0.12) 0.19 N.S.

RIOI(l974·1983) 8 0.10 (0.14) 0.08 N.S.
RlOl 10 O.ll (0.05) 0.36 0.07
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fable 16. Analyses of covariance using mean summer DO concenrralions 10
surface water as the dependent variable and slation and year as predictors
for the lSC monitoring stations by subregion (note: only those stations
which displayed significant positive temporal trends· over the 1974· L' ,
period were inch.:ded in the analyses).

Source Cf SS MS F p

Re~iQn' Lrper H"'bOT R'=0.68

Madej 3 ~9A..t 9.81 14.67 0.0001
Error cl 1-1.0" 0.6~

Station I 0.01 00 I 0.00 ~.S.

Year 1 ::!6.36 26.36 39.42 0.000 I
Year x Sta ti on 1 3.0'7 3.07 4.60 0.0-1

R~ ~iQ" Lowe, B~\ R:=O.-lS

:>lodel - 3-1.57 4.94 5.56 O.OOCI,
Error ..t,?-. 38.18 0.89
Station ~ 9.8-1 3.28 3.70 O.OC.

Year c 159 2159 24.32 0.0001
Year Slation

,
3 1-1 1.05 1. 18 !\.S.x .'

ReiioD' ~ewJ.rk IiJy R2=O.S":

Model 5 40.24 8.05 6.44 0.0005
Error 27 33.74 1.25
Station 2 4.47 2.23 1. 79 1\.S
Year I 34.42 34.42 27.55 0.0001
Year x Slalion 2 1.34 0.67 0.55 N.S.

Re&ion: 6,nhur Kill R2=0.77

Madej 7 68.30 9.76 20.86 0.000 I
Error 44 20.59 0.47
Station 3 5.67 1.89 4.04 0.01
Year 1 56.1 1 56.1 I 119.94 0.000 1
Year x Station 3 6.52 2.17 4.65 0.007
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Table 16. continued

I

I
Source 55 M5 F P

I
Re~ion: lamaiea aay R';0.30 I
Model 3 17.75 5.92 2.68 0.07 I
Error 19 41.89 41.89
Station 1 1.09 1.09 0.49 K.5. I
Year 1 16.62 16.62 7.54 0.01
Year x Station 1 0.04 0.04 0.02 1\.5. I

Re~ion: furlem River R2=O. j 3 I

Model 3 13.78 4.59 6.44 0.0005 I
Error 1 4 5.02 0.36 IStation 1 2.60 2.60 1. 79 1\.5
Year 1 10.80 10.80 27.55 0.0001

IYear x Station 1 0.37 0.37 0.55 \".5.

I
Re~jQn: fasl Kiver R';0.58

I
Model 9 26.19 2.91 6.20 0.0001

IError 40 18.76 0.47
Station 4 3.94 0.98 2.10 0.10

IYear 1 21.00 21.00 44.79 0.0001
Year x Station 4 1.24 0.31 0.66 K5.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Tabie 17. Station numbers and designations for water quality rT.\.i<1ilonng
sites (river and tributaries) sampled during the Hackensack Meadowlands
summer survey (1978-1988).

Station #

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
1 1
1 2
I 3
1 -l

I 5
1 6
1 I
1 8

Hackensack Ri\fr Marina (HR~l)

Hackensack River Conesco (HRC)
Bellman', Creek (BCI
Cromkill Creek (CC)
Mill Creek Lower (~1CL)

~lill Creek Upper (~lCL)

Berry', Creek Lower (BCL)
Berry's Creek Middle (BC~li

Berry's Creek Upper (BCU j
Hackensack River Erie Railroad (HRRR)
Sawmill Creek (SCI
Hackensack Ri\fr Turnpike (HRT)
).loonachie Creek (MOC)
Losen Siote Lower (LSL)
Losen SIOte Upper (LSU I

Penhorn Upper (PHUl
Penho:n Lower' (PHL)
Kearny Freshwater ~lar;h (KF).lj
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Table 18. Linear regression analyses of mean summer dissolved oxygen 10

surface waters (m. I·t, versus year over the 1971·1988 period for the
HackensacK \1eadowlands waler quality monitoring stations.

Station p

Riyer
I 8 -0.03(0.04 ) 0.03 1\'.5.

0 I 7 -0.0210.05) 0.01 ~.5.

10 1 -I 0.01 !O.04) 0.00 1'.5.
I 2 I < 0.01 (0.03) 0.00 1'.5.

Tribut3rie~

3 1 5 -0.01(0.07 ) 0.00 ~.5.

5 I 6 00-1(0.09 ) 0.01 ~.5.

7 1 6 0.05(0.05) 0.06 ~.5.

I 1 I :3 -0.16(006) 0.38 0.02
1 -I 1 c -0.-1010.14) 0.39 0.02
1 7 1 3 0.29\0.061 0.67 0.0007



Table ]9. Analysis of covariance using mean summer DO concentrations in
surface water as the dependent variable and station and year as predictors
for the H~1DC tributary stations which displayed significant negative
temporal trends over the 1971-1988 period. \

Source IF 55 M5 F P

$taljor,\;: I I and 14 R:=0.49

~1odel 3 81.5 27.2 7.32 0.00 I
Error ~ :. 854 3.7
Slation 2-; .~ 27.4 7.39 0.0 I
Year 46.8 46.8 12.59 0.002
Year ). Sraric:l 7.3 7.3 I.97 0.17
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Table 20. Linear regression analyses of mean summer dissolved oxygen in
surface Waters (mg 1- 1 ), and summer minima surface DO (mg I-I) versus
year O\'er the 1978·1988 period for the Hackensack Meadowlands water
quality monitOring stations.

Station m(:5E)
Mean

R2 p
Minima

m(:5E) Rl P

Ri\ er
1 1 1 0.03(0.08) 0.0 I N.5. 0.02(0.07) 0.01 N.5., 1 1 ·0.18(0.09, 0.33 0.06 ·0.04(0.06) 0.05 K5.-

10 1 I 0.081005 ) 0.22 1\.5. 0.04(0.04) 0.09 :-;.5.
1 2 I 1 ·00510.07, 0.05 1\.5. 0.02(0.07) 0.01 1\.5.

Tributaries
3 10 ·0.02\0.10, 0.01 1\.5. 0.14(0.05) 0.45 0.03
5 I 1 ·0.2.1(0.20) 0.12 :'\.5. ·0.05(0.13) 0.02 1'.5.
7 J 1 002(0.09, 0.01 1\.5 0.07(0.07) 0.16 1\.5.

1 1 1 1 ·0.06f 0.09' 0.05 :'\.5. 0.04(0.08) 0.02 l\.5.
1 .1 1 1 0.0010.20, 0.00 1\.5. ·0.10(0.11) 0.09 1\.5.
1 -; 8 0.0.110.201 0.0 I 1\.5. ·0.16(0.11) 0.25 1\.5.



Table 21. Mean summer oxygen concelltralinll~ (mcan). coefficients of variation (C. V.), regional mllllmtl

(Min.) and number of observations (N) for ~lITracc :lnd "ullom w;ltcrs of '!;lrio"" ~llhrq:icw" in tIll' ~y

NJ Ilarhor during 1989.

Bot I 0111

l".V. Min. N
(ef,) (mgt·')

MCOin
(mg' ,)

---,.,---------
Surface
l".V. Mill. N
(%) (mr.'·"

Mea II

(ml"·')

Sial inns
Subregion
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Table 2~, Station locations and depths for sites sampled during the Inner
Harbor CSO Project (1989).

Station Latitude Longitude Depth(rn)

1 40' 44' 00" 73' 5g' 15" 14,6
2 40' 44' 49" 73' 5g' 21" -16.g
3 40' 42' 00" 74' 00' 15" 13,7
4 40' 39' 49" 74' OJ' 22" -11.3
5 40' 42' 16" 74' OJ' 34" 14,9
6 40' 45' 00" 74' 00' 50" 13.4
7 40' 46' 59" 73' 59' 32" I I ,9
8 40' 50' I I " 73' 57' 15" 14,3
9 40' 52' 42" 73' 55' 53" 16.8

10 40' 54' 49" 73' 55' 00" 14.9



Tahle 23. Mean summer oxygen concenlr:llions (Me;]n). rocffil.:it'nls of v;lrialion (C.V.), summer oxygen
minima (Min) and number of observations (N) for l'urfal.:c allli hOlloll1 w;lIers of Ihc stalions s<tmpkd
during the Inner Harbor CSO facilily planning prui(TI ill 19R<J.

- --
S-\I rfacc lJ..!.!!J.Q!1!

Station Mean C.V. Min N MCMI C.V. Min N
(mg 1. 1) (%) (1lI~ I I) (Ill)'. I I) (":'; ) (mg 1. 1)

_._-- -- ---- -.. .- - -. -- ------

I 4.45 17.9 3.31l 42 4.34 20. 1 2.RO 42
2 4.58 18.8 3.30 42 4.56 17.3 3.10 42
3 4.96 16.6 3.21l ,12 ~ .7 <J 1'1.0 3.1 Il 42
4 5.48 17.1 :1.50 42 5.52 I R.O 3.65 42
5 5.88 21.8 4.10 42 5.53 I K.R 3.KO 42
6 5.90 21.9 3.95 42 ~. 2K 19.1 3.50 42 -0
7 6.07 26.9 1.15 42 5.1l2 1K. J 3.JIl 42 0'

R 6.05 31.4 0.1 K 42 ~. 91 17. R .1.~O n
9 6.14 25.7 O.RIl ~ 2 4. '12 17.2 3.45 42

I Il 6.3R 2R.5 0.50 42 ~ . '1(1 1.~.4 3.1 Il n

."



Tahle 2.... Mean summer oxygen concentrations (Mean). coefficients of variatIOn (C.V.). summer oltygen
minima (Min) and number of observ:llions (N) for surface and bOllom walers of weekly survey ;md
beach stalions sampled during the E:lSI River CoSO projecl in 19K?

Surface Hollom
SI:lIion Mean c.Y. Min N Me:!n c.Y. Min N

(mg 1. 1) (%) (rng 1. 1) (rng 1. 1) (%) (rng I I)

Survey
9 3.51 36.0 2.1 13 3.64 32.6 2.2 I 8

I 2 3.46 32.3 2.3 13 3.48 28.8 2.3 I 8
14 3.38 30. I 2.3 12 3.4 () 29.3 2.2 18
I 5 3.31 32.4 2.1 I 4 3.37 29.2 2.3 18
17 3.49 33.3 2.0 I 4 3.48 30.1 2. I 18

I 3.91 31.5 2.2 I 4 3.87 30.5 2.2 I 8 -0
'u

4 3.98 35.4 1.9 13 3.82 32. I 1.9 I 8
20 4.78 35.5 2.5 12 4.16 36.3 2.0 16
22 6.60 36.9 3.9 12 4.70 32.9 2.2 17

6 6.94 37.1 4.7 12 6.81 26.9 4.3 17
24 8.60 39.4 4.6 'I 6. '10 82.2 I . I I 3

Reach
25 7.25. 39.5 3.4 I 8 7.3 I 39.7 3.4 I 8
26 7.56 32.5 4.4 18 7.<,r 32.7 4.5 18
27 5.94 35.0 2.4 I 8 6.07 3'1.6 2.4 18
28 8.08 23.9 4.4 18 8.1.\ 24.0 4.4 16
29 6.84 51.8 2.7 18 7.03 52.8 2.6 18



Tahle 25. Mean summer oxygen concentrations (Ml~"n). rodricicII1S or variation (C.V.). summer o;ltYf,('n
minima (Min) and numher of ohscrvaliolls (N) ror sllrLKc amI holltml w;llcrs or the slat ions sampkd in
Jamaica Ray propcr during Ihe CSO project ill 19RR.

-~---- -----------
,5..11-' f" cC HollOIn

Stalio" Mean c.Y. Min N Mean c.Y. Min N
(mg 1. 1) (%) (lIIg I I) (lIIg I-I) (%) (mg 1. 1)

We~lern Basin
I 6.39 28.0 3.5 8 I 5.95 21.7 3.3 86

2 6.21 30.1 3. I 87 5.48 26.5 1.6 88

3 7.13 27.8 3.0 84 5. I 5 28.7 2.7 86

4 6.85 31.1 0.6 97 4.90 31.6 1.9 95

5 6.98 36.7 1.8 98 4.99 35.5 1.3 97

6 6.64 37.0 2.0 96 4.82 33.4 1.6 96 ~

~

7 6.27 41.9 1.6 95 4.26 56.6 0.9 94 a

8 6.16 43.5 0.8 88 4.92 46.5 1.5 90

I 5 7.47 36.8 1.7 88 6.22 36.5 2.7 87

16 6.08 28.6 '. I 88. 5.53 30.0 3.0 85

17 7.49 41.7 2.4 83 (>.71 38.6 2.0 80

Eastern Basin
9 5.94 61.4 0.0 89 3.58 64.8 0.0 89

10 7.32 45.2 0.\ 86 2.73 88.6 0.0 85

I I 6.21 45.2 0.7 9.\ 3.24 70.1 0.0 91

I 2 5.81 41.7 0.9 95 4.42 3<).8 0.9 90

I 3 6.64 41.1 0.5 92 ·4.43 45.5 0.0 91

14 5.21 37.4 1.1 l)~ 5.21 :\7.4 I . I 92

.'-

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---
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Table 26. .\1ean and minima oxygen concentrations for bottom waters of
tributaries 10 Jamaica Bay (ranked by basin) based on data collected
during the 1988 Jamaica Bay CSO project.

Shellbank Basin 0.08 0.0

Mill Basin 0.09 0.0

Bergen Basin 0.32 0.0

~orton .Basin 1.42 0.0

Hawtree Basin 2.53 0.0

Sheepshead Ba\" 2.74 0.0

Thruston Basin 2.81 0.0

Shellbank Easin 3.21 0.0

Motts Basin 3.73 1.5

Fresh Creek 4.46 0.0

Gerritsen Creek 4.98 1.6

Hendrix Creek 5.36 1.3

Spring Creek 6.37 3.9

Basin Mean
(mg \.1)

Min
(mg 1. 1)

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I



Table 27. Mean summer oxygen conccntralion~ (Mean). coefricicnts or vOIriation (C.Y.), ~umrner oltygcn
minima (Min) and number of ohscrvaliolls (N) for surfat:c lind hullorn w;"cr~ of the ~lalions sampled in
Rarilan Ray during Ihe NJ·DEP Jt)R9 rnoniloring SlIfV(·y .

..._.- ._- ------
Surface Bottom

Sial ion Mean C.V. Min N MeOl" c.Y. Min N
(mg ,·1) (%) (m~ 11) (mg I") (%) (mg 1. 1)

--
57 8.67 43.7 4.4 X .~ .()7 41.J 2.1 9
59 7.58 31.4 '1. 7 X 5.66 47.5 1.2 9
46A 8.44 27.5 6.n 9 5.40 4J. I 1.7 7
46 7.89 23.5 5.X I) s.n w.n .1.0 'I
25 9.33 21.2 6.·1 IJ 5.B B.O 1.I) 9
25A 8.65 32.8 J.7 X 6.21 JI.5 2.X X
51A 9.12 16.7 7.1 7 X.16 22.8 5.2 X .,

,-
50A 9.52 23.X 6.5 (, 8.17 24.'1 6.n 7 "
16 9.60 29.7 5.5 X (I. I 1 2X.4 J.IJ 7
16A 8.45 28.7 5.0 X 5.76 26.5 4.6 X

7 7.35 24.2 5.5 X 5.n 9.X 5.0 8
4 8.79 J2.? 6.n X 5.X'! 22.8 J.X 8

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---



Table 28. Muhiple regression coefficients "and panial R2's (in p;lrenlheses) for lcgression equations
based on mean summer (June-September) dissolvcd oxygen in hultom waler (dcpcndenl variable)
versus environmental and anlhropogenic factors (indepcndcnl variahlcs. lislcd vertically). Regressions
were developed for individu:11 slalions (K I-K6) lhroughout lhe Arthur Kill and Kill Van Kull over the
1974-1988 period.

Independenl
Variables

Stalions: K I K2 K~ K1 K5 K5i\ K6

Temperature -0.61 -(UO -1.23 -0.87 -0.54 -0.16 -0.55
(0.35) (0.12) (0.55) «U,] ) (0.57) (0.57) (0.17)

NIl) -0.76 -0.6'1 -0.99 -0.60 . O. 3 5 -0.43 -1.05
(0.21 ) (0.22) (0.2'1) (0.21 ) (0.23) (0.32) (0.57)

10C -0.08 -0.01
(0.1')) - (0.06) - --~

NOz + NO) 2. I I
(0.07)

N
R2

I I
0.56

1 I
0.')0

I I
0.81

1 I
0.84

I I
0.86

I 1
0.8')

I I
0.7<1



Table 29. Multiple regression cocfricienls and partial R2's (in parentheses) for regression equalions
based on bOllom oxygen concentrations (dependent variahlc) versus cnvironmcnlal and anthropogenic
factors (independent variables, lisled vCr1ically). Analyses were performed on dala from the NYC-DEI'
monitoring stations (grouped according 10 suh:lrea) ovcr Ihe 1974-19RR period. Dependent and
independent variables consisted of mean summer (June-Sepl("mhcr) values for e:leh sialion. Mean
holtom DO, bonom temperature and nOD were hascd on 6 24 measurements per summer; mean
nutrient concentrations and organic carbon were typically measurC'd 1-11 limes per summer (see Ie'll).

Independent
Variables

Sial ions: K series N-series F-scrics II-series J·serics

Temperature -O.6R -0.66 -0.71 - -0.4}
(0.53 ) (0.60) 10.45 ) «(l.~5)

Nil) -0.67 ·0.40 ·11. '11 -0.64
(0.10) (lUll ) (II.I~) 10.42)

~

~

N02+NO}
4

-1.'10 ·1.76 1.17
(0.06) (0.0.1) (fl.O·l)

10C -11.06 -1I.0~ ·0.06
(0.03 ) (O.O~ ) - 111.(7)

01' -9.66 -J.96
I ILOX I 10. I 21

10:> II. I X
(".Il.'!)

--_._- ._-~ -- --- .._-- -- ---- -----
N 77 I.IX I 1.1 511 " .2
RZ O.hCl o. (d< II. (, I 11.611 !\ ,7

.'



Ta.blc 30. Mulliple regression coefficients and partial R2's (in parentheses) for regression equ31ions
hasecJ on the annual minimum boltom dissolved oxy~en ohserved al a ~ivcn sl~lIion (dependcnt
variahlc) versus environmental and anlhropo~enic faclors (indcpcndenl v;uiahlcs, lislcd vertically).
Analyses were perronned on dala from Ihe NYC-DEP flIoniloring SI;lIiolls (grouped according lO
subarea). Independenl variables consislctl of mC.i1n summer v.lIues (Julle-Seplcmhcr) for e;u.:h stalion
over Ihe period 1974-1988. Temperature and nOD were me;l.'\urctl 6-211 times per SlIIlHJ1cr; nurriClIlS
and organic carbon were measured less frc(luenlly (l-tl .Iimcs pn summer).

Indepcndenl
Vuiahles

Sial ions: K-scries N -series E-series II-H rics J·scrics

Temperature -OA I ·11.5 K ·0 A 'I -0.2'1 -O.6K
(IUO) (O.5K) (O.U) (0.06) (11.~O)

Nil) -0.62 -IU2 -IUO -11.56 -0.67
(0.11) (0.0.1 ) (0. I I ) (O.B) IIU)~ )

~

~

NOz+NO:J . I . 'I ~ 1.77 '"
lIU)~) - (IUI7)

10C ·0.05 . -(ll)] -0.07
(11.01 ) (lUll) (0. I I )

Of' -4.74 -5.5 I -11.1'1
(IUIJ ) - (O.O~ ) ( lUI'})

10) ·0. I K
(lUll)

N 77 1.1 K I I ~ 50 52
R2 0.6'1 0.1>7 OA~ 0.61 11.5 4



TaMe 31. Partial R2.~ ror regrellsion equalionll halled on summer (June - Seplemher) Olty~en deficit indiecs (AnS, A"'l,
AD3. see tUI) versus environmen131 and anlhmpor-enic raclors (indcprnl!rnl vauahlcs, lisled vcrtically), Analysf's
were per(onned on data (rom Ihe NYC-DEP monilnrin~ Sial inn." f,!wupcd :l('Curdin,: It) suharea). IntlCl)Cndcnl
variable~ eonsillied of mean llummer valncs (June-Srptcmhcll for cal'll Slalinn IIvcr lhc period 1974.19XR.
Temreralure and 800 were measured (,·24 limes Jll" .<i;UfllOlrr: nuirirlll.<i; :llltl orr.ani(· c.;;"hon were mC;I"urcd le!'s
hequenlly (1-4 limes per summer),

Inderendenl K-series N-srrit',<i; E-srrio lI·series J'!'erics
Variables

AR< A04 ARl AI" All·' I\nl 1\ Wi "114 AI" .A[l5 I\IH An) I\n5 AII4 AUJ

Temperalure 0 ..' I 0.51 11.42 0.54 OA2 fl.76 O.4f1 fl.4 I (l 7.') . H.en 0.06 fl ..1.\ n.12 II,Ot'>

10C O.OR O.OR O. III fl.ll(, O,n" f1.lIl . . CUll n.lo O.OR o.n(, . -

Nil" O.OJ 0.02 - - - . II 0" n.l~ 11.16 0.27 fl J.\ 0, :\11 0.12 IU)I} fl. I ()

N07.+NO) - - - 0.01 - lUll - - . II fI(, fUl4 0.0.) n.ns IUl9 f1.oR

JD) - - 0.04 . () nI 0.02 II n2 - - - -

CI' - . - - - IUI,\ IUU 0.05 0.05 0.04 . ll.:!l} o.n

N 77 77 77 In 1\7 In "" , III , 19 511 511 50 5~ .'t2 S2
R2 0.~2 0.h1 0.5(1 II.M) n.,-ul II l. l} O.SH (J. 't I( liAR fl." X n.5 l n.5H II. (I.' " ',H 11.'1(,

_ .._-- ._----- ---- .__.-._--- ___ 0 __--

"

~

~

'"
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Table 3~. Pearson's correlation coefficients (R) between ammonia ...~H3)
concentrations and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) for the different
geographical subareas of the \"YC-DEP monitoring program.

E EI . EIO 0.68 163
H HI . H5 0.72 70
J J I . 17 0.61 73
K KJ . K6 0.60 98
:\ :\1 . !\16 0.55 179

Slations R

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Table 33. Intersl3te Sanitation Commission (lSC) stations included in the
study of factors controlling oxygen concentrations throughout various
subregions of the :\Y·:\J Harbor.

Runs Stations Subregion

AK 03. 07. 13. 18 Anhur Kill

ER 01. 02. 03. 04. 09, II. 1~, 13. 14 East River

HA 01. 02 Harlem River

HR 01. 03. 0, Hudson River

JB 02. 03. OS. 07 Jamaica Bay

LB 01. O~. 03. 04, OS, 07. 08 Lower Bay

LI 2J ~5. 26. 32. 33. 34 Long Island Sound

:-'13 03. OS. 11. I ~. 13. 14, 16. 18 Newark Bay

RI 01. 02. 03 Rockaway Inle t

Ul 03. OS. 0,. 11. 14. 16, 27 Cpper Harbor

\\ 0:. OJ. OS. 06. 08. 09. 10 Offshore

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I



Table 34. Muhiple regression coeHicienl:'> and p:uti:.1 R2's (in parcnthe:ooe:'» rnr rcgrc:,>:,>ion cquatinn!l ba!lcd on no
cuncentralion!l (dependenl variable) vcr:oous cnvirullmcnlal "nd anlhrnpn~cnic r"crnr." (independent variahlcs. lislcd
vertically). Analy:ooe:oo were pcrrormcd on annual clara flllln lhe ISC I1lnnilnrin~ slaliuns (groups al:t:unling In "runs")
ovcr lhe 1914-1986 period.

'R II II

Ind~pendenl . IlA 11K JB til LI NU RI UII Wvauabhj AK ER

Temperalure

Nil)

N(h+NO)

Carhun

N
R2

-0.19
(O.~I)

-0.1 R
(0.06)

126
0.~7

-0.27
(0.6~)

-I. R4
(0.01)

66
0.66.

-0.2)
(0.)))

-2. I CJ
(0.10)

22
HA3

-0.27
(0.74)

·1I.ml
(fl. 11.\ I

2"
0.77

-n..'ll
((I.-'ill)

. I .CJK

(O.U I )

7R
(UlO

-11.22
(11.11-'i1

.1 \2
(11.1 })

·11 In
(I).I111

11Il
n.5 1)

·0.2~

(fU7i

'(1.11(1
(It. 1~)

-I,I1K

(11.01)

11K
11.54

-11.25
(11.115)

-1.91
(11.14)

K5
n.59

·(1.20
(U.4K)

·).26
(I>.tO)

47

1I.5K

-O.2K
(0,(,9)

-1.52
«(J.lll)

-11.15
(0.114)

55
H.14

-0.22
(0 ..14)

·fi.C)l.,J

(It.:! I))

1.\
f1.'14

»
~
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T3~le 35 \1ulllrle re~ression coefficienls and partial R::'s (in p3renthese~ I

for re~ression equ3lJOnS based on oxygen concentration (dependent
variables I \ersus environmental and anthropogenic factors (independ: .
\'~riables. listeJ vertically\. An31yses were performed on data from th-.: \
combined ISC monltorin~ stalions (all subareas).

Independenl
\'ariable

All
$1311005

All
Stations

Temper31ur,' -(). ~ ~ -0.27
(O.~ -;- I (0.531'

"H., .(0 ~~ ·1.26 •
f (:. 1(I , 10.011

:-'1...':-:-'0., 1 .- - I. 3~..-
Ill. (li , . (0.01 )

Cdr~('ln . (:. I ~ -0.06
(n.(l2 I (0.01 I

Cl;!('rq:'h~ ;i O. (I C 0.0':
10.13 I CO 15)

W:Jl) :'\ at included 0.3 .:
(0.03 )

I i 8
081
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Table 36. ~ultiple regression coefficients and partial R2's (in parentheses)
for regression equations based on bottom DO concentrations (dependent
variable) versus environmental and anthropogenic factors (independent
variables. liSted. vertically). Analyses were performed on July 1977 data
from the ~YC 208 program with stations grouped according to subareas
and all dal3 combined.

I

I

I

___--,--_--=-- ~__I
Independent Stations: E H KRALL
Variables

Temperature ·0.' 5 -O. I 2 ·0.35 ·0. 11
(0.U91 (0.12) (0.36) (0.01)

!\"H) ·6.86 ·2.00 ·2.36
(0.54 ) (0.66) (0.36)

-';0-- -5 .48. -
(0.02)

IllC\ -3.99 ·0.24 ·1.00
(0.62) (0.03) (0.07)

IOP ·4.24
(0.09)

Suspended Solids ·0.01 -0.03 -0.03 I
(0.01) (0.05) (0.05)

Secchi ·0.15 ·0.09 ·0.08 I(0.04 ) (0.05 ) (0.01)

:-< 39 60 25 39 203 I
R2 0.76 0.67 0.84 0.48 0.45

I

I

I

I
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Table 3i. .\1ultiple regression coefficients and partial R2's (in parentheseq
for regression equations based on bottom DO concentrations (dependent
variable) versus environmental and anthropogenic factors (independent.
variables. listed vertically). Analyses were performed on September 19"'"5
data from the ~YC 208 program with 'tations grouped according to
subareas and all data combined.

Independent
Variables

Stations: E H R ALL

Temper3lcre -0.80 -0.92 -0.35
(0.08) (0.11) (0.01 )

","Hi -4 5 1 - 1.5 2 - 1. 7 5 -0.17
10.74) (0.41 ) (0.07) (0.5" )

:\00 -9.3 " - 11. 04 . -6.23 -2.99 .
(0.08 ) (0.21 ) (0.69) (0.07)

n..' - 1. 18
(0.0: ,

TP -11.03 -5.3,
(0.07) (0.111

Salinit~ -0.21 -0.14
(0.0 I) (0.06)

28
0.91

32
0.86

3 1
0.76

137
0.73



1:3

Table 38. \1ulliple regression coefficients and partial R2's for r~';>:ision

equation based on bottom DO concentrations (dependent variable) versus
environmental and anthropogenic factors (independent variables. listed
vertically). Analysis was based on measurements at 10 stations during
June-Jul, 1989 15 samples per station_ 1\;50) for the Inner Harbor CSO
study.

Independent
Variable

Regression
Coefficients

Partial
R2

Temperature -0. J 6 0.40

:--1-1, -3.53 0.13

TP , -- 0.05- - . I I

Salinil\ O.O~ 0.03

Total Rc 0.6 J



l:J

Table 39. \1ultlple regression coefficients and partial R2's for regression
equations based on boltom DO concentrations (dependent variable) versus
en\"ironmentaJ and anthropogenic factors (independent variables. listed
vertically l. An:.ll~ sis was based on measurementS at 9. stations in the ;: 51

River dunnf (he summer (June - September. 1989) for the East River C~O

Project (~=6"': I.

Independ::lll
Variabk

Regression
Coefficients

Partial
R"

Ternper.J:uT::O -0.18 0.05

Sa1Jnit~ -0.13 0.06

:"H.' -4 33 0.1 ~

TP -3.9.' 0.46

:"0: - :"0.' ·I.~~ 0.01

TOIol R: 0.7:
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Figure Legends

Fig. 1. The geographic limitS for the ~ew York·?>ew Jersey Harbor

regIon.

Fig. 2. Examples of the AB3, AB4, and AB5 oxygen deficit indices

using the same data series from 1989 for Station K4, the Hudson

River (source: ~YC.DEP monitoring program).

Fig. 3. Frequency of POSAT classification (see text) in surface walers

of the ISC stations (AK, Arthur Kill: ER. Easl River; HA, Harlem River;

~B, ~ewark Bay; HR, Hudson River; CH, Upper Harbor; LI. Long Island

Sound: JB. Jamaica Bay; LB, Lower Bay; RB. Raritan Bay; Rl, Rockaway

Inlet: and \\', offshore) during 1974-1987. Deficit is defined as

POSAT <80", saturation is defined as 80%<POSA T< 120% and surplus

as POSAT>120'ic. for additional explanation see text.

Fig. 4. Station locations for the ?>ew York City Department of

Environmental Protection's (:"YC·DEP) monitoring program.

Fig. 5. Bottom dissolved oxygen concentrations (mg 1-1) during

summer 1976 in the a) East River b) upper East River and Western

Narrows c) Harlem River d) Kill Van Kull and e) Arthur Kill based on

the NYC-DEP monitoring program.

Fig. 6. Bottom dissolved oxygen concentrations (mg 1-1) during

summer 1976 in the a) Hudson River b) upper New, York Bay c)

I

I
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I
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lower :\ev. York Bay and dl Jamaica Bay based on the :-"l'C-DEP

monllonn£ program.

Fig. 7. Station locations for an annual dissolved oxygen survey In the

Raritan Bay - Lower :\ew York Bay during 1974 (source: Parker et ai..

1986).

Fig. 8. Oxygen concentrations (mg 1-1) in bottom \\'aler~ at Raritan

Bay· LO\l.er ~e" York Bay stations during 197~ (source: Parker et

al .. 1986).

Fig. 9. BOllom di\Sol\'ed oxygen concentrations (mg I-I) during

summer a) 1976 and bl 198-1 for the Harlem Ri\'er stations based on

the :\YC-DEP monilOring program.

Fig. 10. Station locations for the Interstate Sanitation Commission's

(ISO monilOring program.

Fig. J I. StJtion locations for the Hackensack Meadowlands

Development Commission (HMDC) summer water quality projecl.

Fig. 12. Water quality measurements (mean summer DO. annual

minima DO and AB5 index) for bOllom waters of the Kill' Van KulJ

(NYC-DEP. stations KJ, K2, and K3) for the 1968-1989 period.

I

I
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I
I

I
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Fig. 15 Seasonal (see text) frequency of POSAT classifications In

surface waters at ISC stations during 1974-1987.

Fig. 17. Comparison of the frequency of POSAT classifications in

surface waters at ISC station in summer during the pre and post

1980 periods.

Fig. 13. \Vater quality measurements (mean summer DO. annual

minima DO and AB5 index) for bottom walers of Jamaica Bay (l'YC

DEP. Slations J1, J2. 13. J5 and 17) for the 1968-1989 period.

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Contour plot of annual minima (bottom DO) (mgl- I ) for the

Slalions (NYC-DEP) from 1968-1989.

Fig. 19.

E-series

Fig, 14. \Vater quality measurements (mean summer DO, annual

minima DO and AB5 index) for bottom waters of the East River (l'YC

DEP. Stations E1, E2. E3. E4. and E5) for the 1968-1989 period.

Fig. 18. Mean summer oxygen concentrations (mg 1-1) in surface

water versus year for a) the four Hackensack River stations and b)

for the the six tributary stations from 1971-1988.

Fig. 16. Comparison of the frequency of POSAT classifications in

surface walers at ISC slalion in spring during the pre and pOSl.1980

periods.
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Fig. 20. ConwuT pial of annual minima boltom DO (mgl- I ) faT the H

seTies stations (!\YC-DEP) fTom 1968-1989_

Fig_ 21. ContouT plot of annual minima boltam DO (mgl- 1) faT the J

seTies stations (\'YC-DEP) fTom 1968-1989_

Fi~. 2~. Contour plot of annual minima bottom DO (mgl'~ I for the K

seTies stations (\'YC-DEP) fTom 1968-1989.

Fig. 23_ COntOuT plol of annual minima boltom DO (mgl- I ) faT the \'

seTies statior,s ,\,YC-DEP) from 1968-1989_

Fig. =:~. Surface and bottom oxygen concentrations (rng I-I) for

represenlJoti\ e stations sampled during the ~YC-DEP monitoring

pTogr3r.1 in 1989 showing a) the more extensive seasonal coverage

undenaken in the East River and b) the standard seasonal coverafe

conducted in the Harlem River and elsewhere.

Fig_ 25. Boltom oxygen concentrations (mg I-I) for six of Ihe !\YC

DEP', East Ri\'er monitoring stations (EI-E5) during 1989_

Fig. 26. Boltom ox)'gen concentrations (rog 1. 1) for five of the NYC

DEP's Hudson River monitoring stations (NI-N3B) during _1989,

Fig. 27. Boltom oxygen concentrations (mg ,.1) fOT four of the NYC

DEP's Jamaica Bay monitoring stations (18-JIl) during 1989.
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Fig. ::!8. Summer averages for dissolved oxygen concentrations (mg

I' J) during 1989 in surface and boltom waters of the NY-K) Harbor

based on data for the :-;YC-DEP monitoring series (E, H. K, K, and J

stations).

Fig. 29. Dissolved oxygen minima (mg 1. 1) during 1989 in surface

and boltom waters of the :-;Y -l\) Harbor based on data for the KYC·

DEP monitoring series (E, H. K. K, and) stations).

Fig. 30. Dissolved oxygen concentrations (mg 1. 1) in boltom waters at

Station I during the 1989 Inner Harbor CSO Project showing the

irregularly spaced sampling intervals.

Fig. 31. Station locations for the Inner Harbor CSO facility planning

project

Fig. 32. Surface and boltom dissolved oxygen concentrations (mg I-I)

for the stations sampled during the 1989 Inner Harbor CSO project.

Fig. 33. Summer mean and minima dissolved oxygen concentrations

(mg 1-1) for surface and boltom waters at each station sampled

during the 1989 Inner Harbor CSO project illustrating both the.

spatial trend and the degree of stratification.

Fig. 34. Station locations for the 1989 East River CSO srudy.
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Fig. 35. Surface and boltom dissolved oxygen concentrations (mg ,-I)

for represemative Slations (Stations 9, 14, 1, 20 and 24) sampled

during the 1989 East River CSO project.

Fig. 36. Summer mean and mInIma dissolved oxygen concentrations

(mg I- J) for surface and bottom waters at the weekly survey

sampling stJtiuns during the 1989 East River CSO project illumating

both the spalial trend and the degree of stratification.

Fig. 3i. Summer mean and minima dissolved oxygen concer!rations

(mg I-I) for surface and bellom waters at the weekly beach survey

sampling stations during the 1989 East River CSO project illustratin!,

both the spati31 trend and the degree of stratification.

Fig. 38. SIJtion locations for the 1988 Jamaica Bay CSO project.

Fig. 39. Oxygen concentrations (mg I-I) in surface and boltom waters

at Station I. Jamaica Bay during the 1988 Jamaica Bay CSO project.

Fig. 40. Oxygen concentrations (rng 1- 1) in surface and bottom waters

of Jamaica Bay during summer, 1988 values are expressed as

cumulative percent for all samples collected from Jamaica Bay' proper

(i.e. excluding tributary stations) during the CSO project.

Fig. 4 I. Summer mean dissolved oxygen concentrations (mg 1-1) for

surface and bOllom wattrs at individual stations in the eastern and
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western basins of Jamaica Bay based on data collected during the

1988 Jamaica Bay CSO project.

Fig. 42 Summer dissolved oxygen mInima (mg 1-\) for surface and

bottom waters at individual stations in the eastern and western'

basins of Jamaica Bay based on data collected during the 1988

Jamaica Bay CSO project.

Fig. 43. Station locations for the :-':ew Jersey Department of

Environmenlal Protection·s (~J-DEP) 1989 summer water qualil)'

survey in Raritan Bay.

Fig. 4~. Dissolved oxygen concentrations (mg I-I) In bottom waters at

Raritan Bay stations during 1989.

Fig. 45. Summer mean and minima dissolved oxygen concentrations

(mg 1-1) for surface and boltom walers at Raritan Bay stations

sampled during 1989.

Fig. 46. Station locations for the 1975 (September) and 1977 (July)

I'YC 208 water quality sampling _program.
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East River CSO
Mean Summer DO • 1989
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East River eso
Mean Summer DO • 1989
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Raritan Bay
Mean Summer DO 1989
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